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This Professional Project is one that marks the end 
of a period of formal education and the beginning of 
a life-long educational process.Since the future is yet 
to be realized I feel that an appropriate subject for 
this project would be one that has fascinated me for 
the last six years of my life. The process of 
Design. 

My time at this school of architecture has been an 
exciting, rewarding, and frustrating experience. 
Those people with whom I've had the pleasure of 
working and associating with have given me the 
oppurtuni ty to observe and evaluate the day to day, 
as well as day to night operations of this studio 
oriented curriculum. 

Through all of these experiences I've made note of 
things which are good in the school and things which 
are not so good. When I make mention of the bad 
things it is not to say the program is bad, yet it 
seems some of the physical restraints placed on the 
program often hinder rather than help the program to 
expand and develope as it might under different 
conditions. 

lt is intended that this project for the "OSU School 
of Design" will allow me to rediscover and uncover 
some of those problems and solve them logically in 
the manner consistent with the excellent education I 
have recieved in the School of Architecture at 
Oklahoma State University. 
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The project begins with an Idea. The Idea being that 
enrichment and meaning are a direct result of 
interaction. The forms of interaction that we wish 
to address are those concerned with the people 
involved in the process of Design. 

At present, the schools of Architecture, Landscape 
Architecture, and Interior Design at Oklahoma State 
University are disparate, both physically, in terms of 
facilities and, personally, in terms of the human 
participants,ie; the students and faculty. This poses 
many problems that individually may not be 
destructive to each program, but do inhibit the 
potential growth of the program as well as the 
student's personal growth. 

With the selection of the site in the "Old Central" 
district it is hoped that a stronger relationship 
between the studio vocations can be implanted within 
the University as a whole. Being close in proximity 
to "Old Central", the first building on campus, which 
now as a museum draws many people to the site. 
The Seretean Center for the Performing Arts is vital 
to this system and provides us with the eastern 
boundary of the site. The Bartlett Center for Studio 
Art provides the north-east boundary and gateway to 
campus, while Morrill Hall,Business Administration, 
the Student Union, the Paul Miller Journalism 
[)uilding, and Bennett chapel complete the north and 
west and south-west edges of the site. The area to 
the south represents the campus exsposure to the 
city and a major gateway to campus and as such it 
will be important to deal with the entry experience 
of visitors to Oklahoma State University. 

The result of this project is intended to unite the 
seperate design vocations into a conceptual "Critical 
Mass" of which collective learning and growth are 
the major goals. These goals are the essence of this 
proposal to form an Oklahoma State University 
School of Design. 
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The main concern of this School of Design is that the 
design of the students be at the highest level of 
excellence; therefore the students education is to be 
considered the highest priority of the school. As 
such , the students shall be thought of as the primary 
users of the facility. 

The School places great emphasis on the act of 
Design. The implies that a great deal of time must 
be spent in the development of solutions to Design 
problems and the studio is the where this activity 
takes places. The intensity level that is required by 
the Faculty to maintain an acceptable level of 
quality in design of ten places tremendous stress on 
the individual students to perform at this level and 
to excel. Competition is a natural result of the 
studio system and as such provides a boost to that 
desired level of intensity. Taking all of these 
factors into consideration requires that the studio's 
themselves be of the highest quality and that the 
equipment be of the highest quality also to insure 
that students are given every opportunity to succeed. 

The Students will be situated in four programs 
seperated only by the name of thier particular field 
of study. These are Architecture, Architectural 
Engineering, Interior Design, and Landscape 
Architecture. 
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The Faculty are a unique group of individuals who 
share a common interest: to teach and demonstrate 
to students the techniques used in the process of 
Design. 

Even though each faculty members method of 
instruction may vary with respect to his/her 
individual personal philosophy, it is important to 
understand that the overall instuctional technique in 
the new School of Design is the TEAM approach. To 
further understand this method it is important to 
realize the Faculty members are not treated as 
studio "Masters", that is the students do not recieve 
instruction from only one member of the faculty over 
a whole semester of design projects. The Faculty 
members cycle through the studio of each particular 
year level so that everyone is allowed the 
opportunity to be exposed to various viewpoints and 
philosophies concerning design. Thus, the emphasis is 
not on an individual critic's style or approach, but 
rather on the fundamentals of the design process and 
resolution leading to appropriate building solutions. 

It is also important to realize that this proposal will 
allow greater collaboration among faculty members of 
the various disciplines, which up until now has been 
only remotely possible because of the seperation that 
currently exists. 
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The Administrative Staff represents the life blood of 
the School of Design. 

The Staff are those people responsible for the day to 
day administrative operations of the school. Thier 
tasks include providing overall leadership of the 
individual programs within the school, providing 
general student services such as couseling and 
records maintainance, and faculty services such as 
typing and general clerical tasks. 

The importance of the staff to the success of the 
school can not be emphasized enough, and as such it 
is crucial that the solutions be sensitive to thier 
pyschological, aesthetic, and functional space needs. 

STAFF 
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The University is an essential contributor to the 
success of the programs in the School of Design. The 
University is the vital framework within which the 
school exists and operates. This group can be 
divided into two parts; the first part is the Student 
body, the second part is the Administration. The 
first group is the most important in that it provides 
us with the students, who are crucial to any 
ins ti tu ti on of higher learning because they represent 
the diversity necessary to insure that growth and 
development occur both individually and in each field 
of study. The Administration of the University is 
also important because it provides the fiscal supports 
that allow the various Colleges on campus to exist 
both in terms of the programs and thier physical 
building needs. 

The primary University users on campus are the 
Students who will come into contact with the School 
through the public spaces provided such as the 
Gallery and the Studios since these tend to be used 
mainly by the students with whom they often are 
associated with. The point being that the School of 
Design will now house a large number of students in 
a prominent location on campus and as such will put 
many people in contact with the program. 
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The General Public represents the base of support 
that allows the School and the whole University to 
grow and develope. The General Pub lie acts as the 
primary beneficiary of progress made in the 
Ins ti tu tions of Higher Learning and therefore are 
obliged to continue active support of these programs. 

More specifically, the General Public stands to reap 
substantial gains from its support of the School's 
programs since its graduates will eventually be 
charged with making the decisions that will shape the 
quality of everyday life. Public interest and 
participation does play a large part in the success of 
the school as well as that of the university, and as 
such it should be a major goal of the School to 
involve itself fully in the issues and topics that 
concern the General Public. 
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Oklahoma A & M College offered the first architecture courses in the fall of 
1909 under the guidance of Professor W. A. Etherton (University of 
Illinois). Mr. Etherton had come to campus in the fall of 1908 to design 
buildings and was appointed the first head and only faculty member of ttie 
Department of Architectural Engineering the following fall. The department 
offered a four-year Bachelor of Science degree with seven specialized courses 
in architecture: wood construction, requirements and planning of buildings, 
history of architecture, plumbing, building materials, architectural 
engineering seminar, and office building construction. 

The new department had an enrol lrnent of three stud en ts. A 11 of the 
architecture courses were taught in the Gundersen classrooms, then known as 
the Engineering Building. The first graduate, awarded a degree in the spring 
of 1911, was Carl F. Harvey of Stillwater. He was able to graduate two years 
after the department began because a 11 courses in the freshman and sophomore 
years were the same within the division. 

Professor Etherton remained as the head until the end of the 1911 academic 
year. That summer Fredrick Child Biggin, AIA (l3S Arch., Cornell; MS Civil 
Engr., Lehiyh), was invited to assume the headship. Mr. Bigyin, an 
outstanding young architect from Atlanta, traveled with his family by train to 
Pawnee and then by horse and buggy to Stillwater to open the 1911-12 school 
year. With his arrival the department and curriculum were reorganized as the 
Department of Architecture. 

According to information on the back of a 1916 department picture, Professor 
Biggin was the only faculty me1nber. He taught all architectural subjects as 
well as descriptive geometry to engineers; he was in the classroom 48 hours 
per week. In the spring of 1916, Professor Biggin was invited to found the 
first School of Architecture in the South at Alabama Polytechnical College, 
now Auburn University. Professor Biggin served as dean of the School of 
Architecture and Fine Arts at Auburn for almost fifty years. 

One of Dean 8iggin 1 s outstanding students was Philip Armour Wilber. Mr. 
Wilber came from Guthrie in September of 1914 to study under Dean Bigg in and 
served as his teaching assistant in 1916. After a brief war-related 
interruption, Mr. Wilber returned to Stillwater in early 1919 and received his 
BS in Architecture on May 30, 1919. Mr. Wilber was immediately hired by the 
college to inspect the construction of campus buildings. The first 
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construction project he supervised was the Gymnasium and Armory, the bui ldinu 
which became the Architecture !3uilding fifty years later. Mr. Wilber was 
appointed instructor in architecture on September 1, 1919, Qeginning a 45-year 
association with the education of architects at Oklahoma A & M and Oklahoma 
State University. 

With the resignation of Professor Biggin, Professor Frederic W. Redlich (Royal 
School of Architecture, Stuttgart, Germany) became head of the department in 
the fall of 1916. He remained in that capacity until 1925 with the exception 
of two years, 1921 and 1922. Professor P. M. Ceren (Texas A & M) assumed the 
headship during the two-year period. Professor C. F. Drury (University of 
Illinois) served from 1925-27. At the time of Professor Drury•s appointment, 
the faculty consisted of Professor Drury, Associate Professor Phillip A. 
Wilber, Assistant Professor Verle Lincoln Annis and Mr. Donald Boyd. 

In the fall of the school year 1927-28, Associate Professor Wilber was 
pro1noted to professor and acting head. Assistant Professor Annis was promoted 
to associate µrofessor. Two new members were added to the staff of 
instructors: Donald I\. Hamilton (Carnegie Institute, assistant professor) and 
John Rex Cunningham (Oklahoma A & M, instructor). A four year course in 
architecture leading to the BS degree was the only program offered at that 
time. 

Mr. Annis left the school in the 
men we re added to the faculty: 
was employed to fill the vacancy 
(Cornell University) was added to 

spring of 1928. The fol lowing fal 1 two new 
Robert C. Spencer (University of Wisconsin) 
on the design staff and John t:d111ond Lathers 
teach mechanics and strength of materials. 

Mr. HJ111ilton returned in the fall of 1930 after a one-yeJr leave of absence. 
Two new men were added to the staff: Mr. R. E. Means (OklahomJ A & M College; 
University of Illinois) to the structural staff and Kenneth J. Heidrich 
( CJ r neg i e In st i tut e ) to the des i g n staff . At that t i me the arch it e ct u r a l 
staff consisted of six men: Professor and Acting Head Wilber, Associate 
Professors Hamilton and Lathers, and Assistant Professors Cunningham, Means 
and Heidrich. In addition there were three instructors in the Department of 
Art, one of whom was lJoel Reed 'flho later became chairman. 

Within three years Mr. Wilber had gathered the strong core of the faculty that 
would lead a remarkable experiment in quality architectural education for the 
next thirtv-five years. Professors Wilber, i1a111i lton, Cunningham, Hami !ton, 
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Means and Lathers, joined by Professors Ovlight Stevens (Oklahoma A & M) and 
Alexander Notaras (Ecole des Beaux Arts) immediately after WWII, formed one of 
the most stable yet innovative teams ever seen in architectural education. 
Many of the innovations pioneered on the prairie by this group now form the 
foundation of most schools of architecture. 

As the student body grew, the demand arose for specialized work. In an effort 
to meet the de111ands of the students and to co11form to the standards ind icat1:'d 
in the curricula of other innovative schools in the country, the five-year 
curriculum was adopted during the school year 1929~30. A degree of Bachelor of 
Architecture was offered in two options, structures and design. The last 
degree in the four-year course was given in 1930. The department was approved 
for registration in New York State in 1927 and has remained on that approved 
list to date. 

In 1930 the Department of Architecture made application for admission to 
membership in the Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture. Although 
the executive board approved standard work being accomplished, the application 
was denied. The department again made application in 1937 and became a member 
in June of that year. 

For many years the Department of Art had been directed by the head of the 
Department of Architecture. In 1931 the School of Architecture and Applied 
Art was established in the Division of tngineering . 

In the years i1rnnediately before WWII, Professor A. Richard Williams served two 
years on the faculty. Professor Williams later became head of the graduate 
program at the University of Illinois and was very influential on the many OSU 
graduates who later attended that school. 

In February of 1941, OSU President Henry G. Bennett asked Professor Wilber to 
write a brief assessment of the thirty-year history of the school. 

11 0uring the 1 ife of the department, 134 Bachelor degrees have 
been granted. Of the 134 students represented, five are now 
dead, six of the 134 have been women of whom four are now married 
and not engaged in architecture. Of the remaining 123, 112 are 
known to be now employed in the building industry as draftsmen, 
engineers, designers or licensed practioners. 
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I think this percentage (91%) of graduates engaged in work 
directly in line with their study is much higher than average. 
It is much higher than the percentage from other schools with 
which I am farniliar. 11 

The unusually strong emphasis on profess ion al educ at ion so apparent after 
WWII was, in fact, the orientation since its founding in 1909. 

In 1942 Dwight Stevens, eillployed in the College Architect's office since 
1939, began part-time teaching in the school. Mr. Stevens brouyht a wide 
professional background and was one of the earliest proponents of the now 
accepted "sys terns approach 11 to the construction and techn i ca 1 systems of 
buildings. Mr. Stevens became a full-time member of the faculty soon after 
the war and developed the fa1i'lous "synthesis studio course" which treated 
programming, schematic design, design development and construction 
documents as a single continuum. This unique course had great impact on 
all graduates after 1945. Many of those grads continue to regard that 
single course as the most important in their college years. The course was 
known to the students of the 1940, 50s .and 60s as 11 539. 11 Students in the 
1970s knew it as 11 5998 11 and current students present at the Diamond Jubilee 
respond to 11 5119 11 • Under any title, this synthesis course and its 
influence on current and future students acknowledges the important impact 
of Professor Dwight Stevens on the Sehool. 

In 1947 the office of the College Architect, located on the third floor of 
Gundersen Ha 11 and supervised by the head of the department, was made a 
separate organization. Foreseeing the vast expansion of the campus to meet 
the needs of the 1950s and 1960s, President Henry G. Bennett asked 
Professor Wilber to retain his position as College Architect and resign tile 
headship. Mr. Wilber, campus architect until his retirement in 1964, was 
largely responsible for the orderly growth and careful organization of the 
Stillwater campus. Until his untimely death in the summer of 1977, Mr. 
Wilber remained an active presence witl1in the school that he first joined 
in Septe111ber of 1914. 

With the 
appointed 
remember 
returninq 

separation of the two functions, Professor Don A. Hamilton was 
to succeed Mr. Wilber as head. He presided over what many still 
as the "golden years" of the School of Architecture. The 
veterans brouqht a level of maturity and goal orientation to the 
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campus rarely seen since. They seemed to relate particularly well to the 
strong professional orientation tradition. In 1949, national accreditation 
of schools of architecture was instituted. The school was accredited 
during that year and has maintained that status continuously to the 
present. 

In the five years immediately after WWII, several faculty were hired who 
have since made major contributions. Professor W. George Chamberlain 
joined the faculty part-time in 1947 and ful 1-tirne in September 1948, 
beginning a forty-year career on the faculty. Professor Chamberlain has 
been a witness and an active contributor to the education of over 1200 of 
the schools graduates during his tenure. 

Also during the years immediately following WWII, two Illinois graduates 
joined the· faculty: Paul H. Graven and Edward V. Romieniec. Although 
these two faculty members served only four years and three years 
respectively, they brought a fresh viewpoint on architectural education 
that continued to influence the educational aprroach of the school long 
afterwards. After leaving, Paul Graven founded a very successful practice 
1n Wisconsin and served as national president of NCARl3 in the late 1970s. 
Professor Romien iec left to accept a pas it ion at Texas A & M. After 
serving a number of years as a faculty member there, Professor Rornieniec 
became department head and dean of the College of Architecture at Texas A & 
M University. 

In 1949-50 the School of Architecture at Oklahoma A & M received the 
"University Medal of the Societe des Architects Uiplomes par le 
Gouvernrnent" from the Beaux-Arts Societies .of New York and Paris. The 
meJal recognized the outstanding architectural school in the nation. The 
award for the top student nationally also went to a student of the school, 
Charles H. Thompson of Stillwater. Two years later, the school again 
received the medal as tl1e lop American school and Mr. Jack· 13. Kelly won the 
medal as the outstanding student nationally. The doubling of both medals 
still stands unique in the history of the awards. 

Some of Professor Hamilton's co111nents in the Oklahoma Times in May 1950 
concerning the medals and the school seem especially appropriate in 
retrospect. 
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Currently there are some 225 students in the School of 
Architecture correlated under the Oklahoma Institute of 
Technology. In the past decade, the quality of production on the 
part of students has been pointed to as among the top in the 
country. 11 \.Je have no intention of deviating from such a rating," 
said Hamilton. 

As a "perfection School 11 it has gained a reputation for turning 
out first class architects whose practical experience at 
graduation has made it easy for them to move into professional 
fields. 

"It is our intention of giving the men and women in architecture 
every advantage and although requirements may be rigid in some 
respects. our goals are top ones." said Hamilton. 

Members of the faculty who worked under Mr. Hamilton but have since left 
are; Jean Pierre Ligonnet (Heaux-Arts). Jacques Collin (Beaux-Arts), 
William H. Hall (Oklahoma A & M). Alexander Notaras (Beaux-Arts) and E. R. 
Young (Oklahoma A & M). Members of the faculty presently with the school 
are Alexander Erdely (Beaux-Arts) in 1959 and again in 1974 and W. G. 
Chamberlain (Oklahoma A & M) in 1948. 

After thirty-three years of continuous service and twelve years as head, 
Professor Hamilton retired in 1959. Professor Cuthbert Salmon (BS Arch.; 
M.S. Arch., Pennsylvania), previously on the faculty at Pennsylvania State 
University, assumed the headship in the summer of 1959. Professor Salmon 
brought a broad brJckground of research anJ scholarship not previously a 
strength of the school as well as a strong professional background. In May 
of 1960 the School of Architecture celebrated its 50th anniversary with an 
exhibit of alumni and student work. At that time the school had 525 
graduate architectural alumni. It was conservatively estimated that USU 
graduates had designed over $25 bi 11 ion dollars worth of buildings in the 
preceeding 50 years. 

The latter half of the 1960s was a period of transition. The core of the 
faculty, first structured by Mr. Wilber in 1930, reached retirement. 
Professor Means and Lathers retired in the early 1960s, fol lowed by Mr. 
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Cunningham and Mr. Stevens. While the school maintained quality and 
professional orientation, it was a difficult task to replace educators of 
the caliber of those six men. 

In the late 1960s Professor Salmon and the faculty instituted a complete 
curriculum review which led to a totally new curricular structure. The 
fields of architecture and architectural engineering had increased 
tremendously in complexity during the forty years since the adoption of the 
five-year program. Greater need for specialization required a longer period 
of formal education. In 1971 the 11 4 + 211 curriculum was instituted. A 
Bachelor of Science in Architectural Studies was awarded at the end of four 
years. This was fol lowed by two years of graduate studies leading to the 
professional degrees, Master of Architecture or Master of Architectural 
Engineering. 

An additional option was added to architectural engineering. Complementing 
the long established structures option, a new option in environmental 
control was initiated. This option, which focused in detail on heating, 
ventilating, air-conditioning, lighting, acoustics, human comfort and 
energy use in buildings, strengthened the program in architecture as well 
as architectural engineering. Professor Lester f3oyer {Penn State, U of 
California ~erkley) was hired in 1970 to lead this option. 

In the spring of 1972, Professor Salmon announced his desire, after 12 
years as head, to return to full-time teaching. Professor George 
Chamberlain was appointed acting head for the year 1972-73 and an extensive 
search was instituted for a new head. In the su111mer of 1973, Mr. Mark 
Jaroszewicz (Oip. Arch, Swiss Institute of Architecture, Zurich) of Detroit 
assumed the headship. Professor Jaroszewicz, with 25-years of professional 
experience, continued the rebuilding process. During his tenure he was 
able to employ several senior faculty who had long term professional 
experience as architectural designers. 
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After another year-long search, Professor John Bryant (B Arch, OSU; M Arch, 
Illinois) was appointed head. It is somewhat of a historical coincidence 
that Professor Bryant was serving on U1e faculty at Auburn when he 1'l'as 
appointed. He reversed the journey made 61 years earlier when Professor 
Biggin left Stillwater in 1916 to found the school at Auburn. 

The first few years of Professor Bryant's headship saw a complete revision 
of the originally adopted 4 + 2 curriculum along with completion of the 
program of rebuilding the faculty~ Professor Bob E. Heatly (B Arch, OSU; M 
Arch, I 11 inois) joined the faculty from Texas A & M in 1978; Profesor Ja1nes 
F. Knight (B Arch, OSU; M Arch, Illinois) moved from Illinois to OSU the 
following year. Another key appointment was Robert L. Wright (B Arch, OSU; 
M Arch, Illinois) who was attracted from Georgia Institue of Technology to 
lead the early years of the design studio. The new faculty was joined by 
Professor David Hanser (B Arch, M Arch, Illinois) in 1980, and the first 
female architectural faculty member, Professor Cheryl Morgan (B Arch, 
l\uburn; M Arch, Illinois) in 1982. The most recent appointment to the 
permanent faculty was Professor William Haire (B Arch, Ohio State; Ml3A, 
Rollins) in 1983. 

At the time of the Diamond Jubilee, the faculty rebuilding program is 
considered to be complete. The faculty of the 1980s is an unusually 
talented and effective group of professionals. Almost half of the faculty 
are former recipients of tile very prestigious Fulbright Fellowships. The 
Fulbrights are given nationally (about five per year for architecture) and 
enable tl1e recipient to spend a year of teaching or research abroad. 
Professors l3ryant, Brunken, Baumiller, Boyer, and Erdely each received the 
Fulbrig~1t award during the decade preceeding the Diamond Jubilee. 

In early 19Ul, after a year of intensive study, the faculty reversed the 
1971 decision adopting U1e six-year, 4 + 2 program. In September of 1981 
the school enrolled the first class in new five-year professional programs 
in both architecture and architectural engineering. This decision wus 
primarily based on the conviction that students should receive a full 
general architectural education before specializing. Specialization was 
seen as most suitable in professional life or at the post-professional 
degree graduate level. 

In 1983, after a year-long study, the environmental control program in 
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architectural engineering was closed. The school, with a mandated limit ot 
300 students, did not have an adequate base to offer quality education in 
architecture as well as two complete technical options. The environmental 
control option as a result was chosen for closure due to declining 
enrollments in Environmental Control courses. 

No history of the School of Architecture would be complete without some 
discussion of the national design competitions •. The Beaux Arts Institute 
of Design and its modern counterpart, the National Institute for 
Architectural Education, have been sponsoring national design competitions 
for architectural students since the turn of the century. l3eginning about 
1920 Oklahoma A & M was consistently among the top three or four schools 
represented in the annual competitions. Headlines in the Tulsa World of 
September 21, 1930 noted that "Aggie Architects Win National 
Recognition." The article lauded the result of national competitions over 
the last decade and stated that, in 1930, Oklahoma A & M had garnered four 
prizes while the nearest rivals--Yale and Illinois--had only won three. 
This level of accomplishment was maintained throughout the 1930s and as 
noted earlier was exceeded only by the unique awards of the early 1950s. 

The competitive tradition was continued in the 1950s and 1960s. The Paris 
Prize, the most prestigious student competition available to American 
students, was won three times by OSU students. Mr. Alan B. Glass won in 
1959-60, Mr. John Kelly won in 1963-64 and Mr. James Knight (1962) won 
while a graduate student at Illinois in 1966-67. In 1958 Mr. Bill N. Lacy 
won the prestigious LeBrun Competition as did Mr. Jim Daley in 1962 and Mr. 
James Knight in 1967. 

The years 1967 to 1978 saw a decade long interruption of the tradition of 
success, indeed even participation, in national design competitions. This 
was partly due to the "non-competitive" orientation of the 1970s in most 
schools and partly due to the faculty rebuilding program then underway at 
OSU. However, during those years, at least part of the competition success 
of the University of Illinois, Georgia Tech, Auburn and Texas A & M was 
directly attributable to OSU alumni faculty teaching at those 
institutions. In 1978 OSU returned to the competitive field with at least 
as much success as in the 1950s and 60s and since that time has one of the 
best records in the country in national competitions. 

HISTORY 
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Mr. Roger Robison won the Paris Prize in 1979, Mr. Jeff Williams won in 
1981, and Mr. David Tobin placed first alternate in 1982. In 1984 Mr. John 
Hansen placed first alternate in tile William Van Alen competition, the 
world wide competition similar to the Paris Prize. During the period of 
1978 to 1984 OSU students won or placed in numerous other regional, 
national and international competitions. Also in that same period Mr. Gary 
Flesher placed first in the Le Brun Competition and Ms. Cecilia Ledl.Jetter 
was the first woman and OSU graduate to win the Rome Prize. 

A disproportionate number of architectural educators have been produced by 
the school, a number holding positions of leadership. John Williams ( 1 40) 
founded the School of Architecture at the University of Arkansas. Bill 
Caudill ( 1 36) was director of the school at Rice for many years. Bill N. 
Lacy ( 1 58) was the founding dean at the University of Tennessee and is now 
president of the Cooper Union in ~ew York. E. Keith McPheeters ('47) was 
dean at Rennsaelear for several years before assuming his current position 
as dean at Auburn University. William Fash ( 1 60) is currently dean at 
Georgia Institute of Technology. 

It is impossible to discuss briefly the accomplishments of graduates in the 
professional practice of architecture and architectural engineering. 
Although concentrated in the Southwest, there are OSU graduates practicing 
literally all over the world. The World War II veterans who were 
responsible for the "golden years" have for some time been in senior 
leadership roles in some of the finest firms in the country. The graduates 
of succeeding years follow in their footsteps and the tradition of 
competition winning designs in school has carried over directly to award 
winning buildings throughout the world. 

The school takes pride in the accomplishments of graduates as recognized by 
the American Institute of Architects. Many graduates have been inducted as 
Fello·t1s in the AIA, and Bob Lawrence ( 1 53) served for several terms as 
national Secretary, fol lowed by a term as national President in 1982. The 
school also takes particular pride in the fact that William Wayne Caudill 
('36) will receive the Institutes Gold Medal posthumously at the AIA annual 
convention in the Jubilee year of 1985. 

At the end of the Diamond Jubilee Year, 1984-85, the school will have 
graduated 1412 architects and architectural engineers. 

HISTORY 
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As for the future, we can only repeat Professor Hamilton's farsighted 
statement made in 1950. 

11 It is our intention of giving the men and women in architecture 
every advantage, and although requirements may be rigid in some 
respects, our goals are top ones. 11 

It's a hard act to follow! 

HISTORY 

The preceding written 
account of the history of 
the Oklahoma State 
University School of 
Architecture was compiled 
by Professor John H. 
Bryant for use in 
celebration of the School's 
75TH Year Diamond 
Jubilee which occured 
during the 1984 1985 
school year. 
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SCHOOL OF 
ARCHITECTURE 
The School of /\chi tee tu re 
at Oklahorna '1tdtc 
University prescn tly has a 
student population of 255. 
This total reflects both the 
students in the Architectural 
Design option as we I I as 
those in the Architectural 
Engineering option. The 
curriculum is a 5 + l 
prograrn for both the design 
and engineering options. 

The school 1s presently 
housed in the historic 
"Armory" building located 
just south of Lewis Stadium 
in the north-east corner of 
the campus. The current 
building has three floors 
with a total of approx. 
35,500 G.S.F. The first floor 
contains Administrative 
offices, the Arch. 
Engineering studio, the 
Gallery, and the main 
Lecture room. The second 
floor contains the Arch. 
Design Studios, and the 
Library while the third floor 
contains upper level Design 
Studios and the Graduate 
Design Studio. 
Areas of concern are the 
lack of adequate studio 
spaces at all levels, the 
gallery size and arc hi val 
storage, the library holdings 
shortage due to size, the 
lecture room capacity, and 
inadequate desk/general 
storage. 
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INTERIOR 
DESIGN 

The Interior Design program 
at Oklahoma State 
University presently hi1s a 
student popu la ti on of 178. 
The curriculum is a 4 year 
degree program. 

The program is presently 
housed in Horne [conornics 
West on the west edge of 
the main quadrangle. The 
program occupies 9,500 
G.S.F. on the fourth floor of 
the building. The program 
lacks adequate studio spaces 
at all levels as well as 
faculty and administrative 
spaces. Thier needs are 
similar to the School of 
Architecture in that both 
programs use the studio as 
the main instructional area. 
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LANDSCAPE 
ARCHITECTURE 

The Lanrlsca.pc 
Architecture program at 
Oklahoma State I l11i versi ty 
presently has il student 
population of 100. The 
Landscape /\re hi tecture 
curriculum is a five year 
professional degree 
program. 

The program is presently 
housed in Agricultural Hall 
just north of Home 
Economics on Monroe 

·Avenue. The program 
occupies 6,000 G.S.F. on 
the third floor of the 
building. The program is in 
severe need of Studio 
spaces at all levels, 
Administrative space, 
Gallery and archival 
storage, Computer Studio 
space, Resource/Library, 
Lecture space and General 
storage, etc. 
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OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
D6par tment nf Hort 1cul lure and Landscape Arch• tecturt 
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First Semes!•H 
*L.A. 5024 Design V 
Elective CHOAT 3013, Intern) 
L.A. 4680 Assembly 
Elective CLA 4990) Spec. Prob. 
Elect Ive CWILOL 2503) 
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•indicates that 
**acceptance by 
dt total of 160 
is required for 

the course has a prerequisite 
the faculty is required for acceptance into 
hours with an over al I grade point average of 
the B.L.A. degree. 

the fourth year 
2.5 or above 
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STATE OF THE ART 



GUND HALL-HARVARD'S GRADUATE SCHOOL OF DESIGN 

u N D E R 0 N E 0 0 F 

The GSD, was designed by John Andrews, Architects. The concept is 
based on the multi-disciplined collective program at Harvard, and how 
this can be applied to all projects which vary in scale from individual 
buildings to cities; that is the idea that complex design problems must 
be approached with interdisciplinary contributions. 

HARVARD- GSD 
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The central studio at Gund 
Hall brings together all the 
programs of the Graduate 
School of Design into one 
physical space. The programs 
include the Department of 
Architecture, City and 
Regional Planning, Landscape 
Architecture, The Urban 
Design Program, The Program 
for Advanced Environmental 
Studies and the Laboratory 
for Computer Graphics and 
Spatial Analysis. The space 
unites these programs by use 
of the tiered studio spaces 
and also allows the students 
to have more private spaces 
if they choose. 
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In plan the GSD is arranged 
so that the Francis Loeb 
Library, the Piper 
Auditorium, the faculty 
offices and the administration 
act as support spaces to the 
studio spaces. 

The library and auditorium 
occupy the ground floor, with 
the largest portion of the 
library housed on the 
basement level. The library 
which houses over 155,000 
volumes has become a major 
architectural collection. 

Gund Hall now contains over 
150,000 square feet of floor 
space, with space for 500 
students, about 80 faculty, 
and 50 administrators 
including library and 
workshop staffs. The 
building is air-conditioned 
using chilled water from the 
Harvard central utility plant, 
and it is heated through 
high-pressure steam from the 
same source. 
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WURSTER HALL-COLLEGE OF ENVIRONMENT AL DESIGN 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT BERKELEY 

Wurster Hall was designed in 1960 by a team of three 
architects, they were Joseph Esherick, Vernon De Mars, and 
Donald Olsen, all of which are from the bay area. The 
campus at Berkeley is baically Renaisance in style and 
Wurster Hall with it's lack of tile roofs, and colonnaded 
galleries did stir up a mix of reactions. Many protests came 
from those who had grown accustomed to the eclectic 
romanticism that characterized much of the new 
construction on the campus at Berkeley. Its image is casual 
in comparison for it is a building of specific purpose. 

WURSTER HALL 
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The programs that are 
combined within the 
College of 
Environmental Design 
are the Dept. of 
Architecture, the Dept. 
of Landscape 
Architecture, together 
with City and Regional 
Planning, and the Dept. 
of Design (formerly 
Decorative Arts). 

The facility occupies 
215,800 square feet 
with space for roughly 
1000 students,faculty, 
and administrators. 

WURSTER HALL 
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The exterior of the 
building is dramatic 111 

its starkness, interest 
being drawn . frorn the 
play of light and 
shadow on the 
ocassional openings and 
sun shades, but it is 
scarcely inviting due 
it lack of textures, 
color, and detai 1 in the 
concrete skin. 

WURSTER HALL 
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The Yale Art and Architecture building was designed in 1958 by Paul 
Rudolph. The building is located on the campus of Yale University in 

New Haven Connecticut. 

Conceptually, the building's form statement is intended to emulate the 
character of the existing campus through the use of a series of towers 
and irregular roof lines. The Art and Architecture Building helps unite 
the various disciplines housed within by providing the ground floor with a 
large jury/review space allowing activity and interaction to occur as 
people use the building on day to day basis. 
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The programs that are housed within the Art and Architecture building 
include Architecture, City Planning, Painting and Sculpture, and 
Graphic Design. The facility occupies 105,000 square feet of space 
which includes space for 7 5,000 books and reading space for 150 
students. The frame of the building is constructed of reinforced 
concrete with an exposed aggregate skin both inside and out. 
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This space, which is the Architectural drafting room, is just one example of the "monumental" 
image of nearly the entire Art and Architecture Building. It is quite a grand space, that if 
only to be utilized for drafting, creates a slight scale problem for many of its users. The 
building has created quite a controversy among it's students, so much in fact, that although 
it was never proven, it is believed that the fire that swept through the building in 1969 was 
set in protest to its very existence! 

YALE 
ART AND 
ARCHITECTURE 
BUILDING 
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1885 

The two original buildings which initially comprised Oklahoma l\gricultural and Mechanical 
College were constructed in 1895, on what is now the southeast corner of the carnpus. The 
library building has since been demolished, however the "Old Central" building still remains 
today and is presently undergoing extensive restoration. The pattern of the University's 
development, to establish academic functions in the southeast campus and use the remianing 
land to the northwest for agricultrual open space use, has been essentially retained to this 
day. 

1915 

/\fter its founding, the college grew steadily, adding additional academic buildings, a power 
plant and dormitory facilities. By 1915, the original campus quadrangle had been completed 
and a basic grid pattern was established. With the l 920's came a growing interest in 
athletics, which began to play a substantial role in the college with the building of a 
gymnasium and the constructing of grandstands at what is now the site of Lewis Stadium. 

1930-1935; The Philip A Wilber Master P Ian 

In 1930 Philip A. Wilber, Professor of Architecture and D. A. Hamilton Associate Professor at 
the Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College prepared a plan for the development of 
the campus. This plan was approved by the State Board of Agriculture on October 8, 1930. 
The plan es tab Ji shed the major physical framework for the University as it grew from a small 
college with buildings loosely clustered around Old Central to its present academic core 
concentarted around the Edmon Low Library. This plan established the concept of the library 
at the center of the campus, the focal point of major open space quadrangle to the north and 
south and minor transcept-like malls to the east and west. Fifty-two years later these 
transcepts, the main quadrangle coupled with the Theta Pond nature district have become the 
recognized symbol of Oklahoma State University. The idea of the main quadrangle was of 
such an inspirational force that other planning concepts inherent in this plan became 
secondary and forgotten, i.e. pedestrial linkage, secondary quadrangle, enclosed courtyeards, 
landscaped enclosures, secondary focal point structures, restricted auto traffic flow, and 
secluded parking. 
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The Phi lip A. Weber 
campus Master Plan of 
1930 represen ts the 
product of an exstensi ve 
study done by Mr. Weber 
in an attempt to formulate 
a framework for the 
campus to ad here to as it 
would grow in the future. 
The plan is extreme Jy 
Beaux-Arts in character, 
that is , it was developed 
from the use of a series of 
major and minor axes to 
create a composition from 
a mix of disparate parts. 
What is interesting about 
the plan is that it was 
generated from and 
includes a number of 
existing structures that up 
to that point were not 
organized in an y real 
sense. That Mr. Weber 
cou Id congeal such an 
impressive plan fro m such 
a disorganized collection 
of pieces is in itself a 
tribute his talent and 
dedication to Oklahoma 
A&M College! 
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1955 

After World War II, the demand for higher education soared with the returning Gl's frorn the 
armed services. To house this influx of studentsi a massive housing development known as 
Veterans Village, was constructed in the area now occupied by married student housing. And 
with the booming economy came the addition of many major structures, including the .Student 
Union, Bennet Hall, and the new Library building. By 1955, a new quadrangle had been 
completed and the central core of the campus was shifted northwest from its original 
location. To announce this new coming of age, the college name was changed to Oklahoma 
State University. Throughout the 1960's and 1970's the University expanded with new 
construction in academic housing and athletic facilities, extending the campus even further to 
the northwest. 

1980 

,i\t present, the center of the core campus is still in the main quadrangle, as it was in the 
l950's. However, the building land coverage has doubled since that time with the University 
housing a full range of academic, research and athletic programs which are still expanding. 

Excerpt taken from DEVELOPMENT CONCEPTS. A study conducted by the OSU Department 
of Architectural Services - Bill D. Halley A.I..!\., Department Director. May 1982. Pages 
29-32. 
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This drawing gives you a 
graphic account of the 
growth that has occured 
during the various stages 
of the campus' 
development. 
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Illustrative Masterplan legend 
existing structures 

I Old Central 57 Agriculture Hall 
) Serete<H1 Center 59 Engineering North 
j Gardiner Hall 60 Wentz Hall 

" Morrill Hall 61 Headhouse L Greenhouse; 
7 Sludent Housing 61 Controlled Environment I ab 
9 Architecture 6Q Veterinary Medicine Ann.:x 

10 Licnnett Memorial Chapel 65 Drummond Hall 

" Pdu! Miller Journ, L Brdcstg. 66 Kerr - Drummond Cafeteda 

'" Hanner Hall 67 Kerr Hall 
1S Whilehurst Halt 68 Business Administration 
19 Public t n form.i tion 71 Track Building 
21 South Stadium 7• Football Offices 
ll North Stadium 76 University Childl'en Center 
1 J Meat Laboratory 77 Drivers Training Control Tower 

'" South Murray Hall 78 Student Services Mainter.ance 
15 North Murray Hall 79 Physical Plant Services 
16 Civil E:nyinecring Labor itories 80 Agricultural Engineering 
n En9ineering South Bl ILlA Hall 
lB Life Science East 8 3 Willham Hall South 
29 Gafldgher' Hal! BO Willham Cafeteria 
30 Wrestling Hal! of Fame 85 Food Services 
]1 Willard Hall 86 Laundry 
J2 Cordell Hall 87 Athletic Dressing Room 
JJ Campus Fire Station 88 Upholstery Shop 
3• Stout Hall 89 Mathematical Science 
JI Student Union 90 Vo-Tech Education WarelK1use 
lb Home Economics West 91 Willham Hall North 
37 Power Plant 92 Colvin Physical Education Center 
38 Bennett Hall 106 Agriculture Center 
]'J Veterinary Medicine 107 Vet Medicine Teaching H .. npital 
QO Edmon Low library 108 Bull Handling Facilities 

'" Classroom 109 Colvin Center Annex 
05 Poultry 110 Diagnostic Laboratory 

"' Animal Science Building 111 Student Health Center 
'<9 Hazardous Reaction 11 J Architectural Services & 
50 USDA Guilding Physical Plant Administr.ition 
51 Physical Sciences 110 Fire Publications £, Trair ing 
53 Life Science West 115 Fluid Power Research Center 
5" Scott Ha It 116 Electronics Laboratory 
55 Parker Hall 120 - 125 Brumley Apartments 
Sf, Scott - Parker Wentz C ifeteria 2"1 Physical Plant Storage 

'" J 
Student Services Wareho.Jse 

1982 
future construction 
F 
Fl 
F2 
F3 
FO 
F5 
F6 
F7 
F8 
F9 
F 10 
F 11 
F 12 
F 1 J 
F 1 o 
F15 
F18 
F 19 
F 20 
F 21 
F21 
F23 
F 20 
F25 
F26 
F 27 
F28 
F29 
F 30 
F J 1 
F 32 

Future Buildings t Undetermined Use) 
Engineering Build.ng 
Engineering South Annex 
Engineering Tech11ology Huilding 
2 lst Century Center /Geology {a thru d) 
Business Administration 
Computer Center/.:entral Instruction 
Art Building Addition 
Social Sciences 
Life Sciences 
Home Economics W ~st Addition 
Institute for Prof< ssional Development 
Education Buildinq 
Agriculture Labs 
Administrative ~e1 vices 
Exhibit Gallery and Natura! History Museum 
International Cult Jre Center (alternate locations a orb) 
Al! Events Building (alternate loc3tions u or b) 
~tudent Union Hotel 
Library Addition 
Alumnl Foundatior, Building {alternate locations - a orb) 
Visitor lnformatio11 Center -{alternate locations a thru d) 
locker Room lluilcling 
Vending w.,rehouse 
Parking Structures (a thru e) 
Student Housing (a thru s) 
Amphitheatre 
Carillion Tower 
Vehicle Maintenan.:e Building 
ROTC Building 
Arena Replacement 

MASTER 
LEGEND 

PLAN 
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OLD CENTRAL HISTORIC DISTRICT 

This area presents unique oppurtuntt1es, however it is particularly sensitve for future 
development. Recent decisions to restore "Old Central" and preserve Gardiner Hall stabilizeci 
the character of the district. Historic and visual resources such as Morrill Hall, the fire 
Station and its tower further compliment this action. The structures to the north and east of 
"Old Central" provide sympathetic spatial definition and the open southern exsposure allows 
an open view to the birthplace of Oklahoma State University. This district has become a 
campus backwater due to the shift of the.,campus westward. Remaining uses, lack of strong 
pedestrian links to the main quadrangle, back door nature of structures to the west and the 
unsightly parking lots further compound this problem. 

It is suggested the future development of this district include the following: reconstruct, as 
many as possible, the missing historic elements i.e., flagpole, pedestrian gateways, 
fencing,orchards, light fixtures and wooden walkways; consider painting exterior portion of 
"Old Central": with historically appropriate colors; develope major pedestrian linkage west 
along University Avenue (presently impossible due to the design of the Student Union parking 
structure) and to the courtyard of the Student Union, northward to connect with the major 
east- west pedstrian linkage along Morrill Avenue and extend on each side of Morrill Hall to 
connect with the historic Armory Building (existing Architecture Building); following 
DEMOLITION of Gunderson Hall and removal of the surface parking lot the available site 
could be used for construction of the Institute for Professional Development and an Exhibit 
Gallery(or THE O.S.U. SCHOOL OF DESIGN); the existing Student Union parking structure 
should be rebuilt or redesigned, if possible, to provide auto access from Bennett Memorial 
Drive, this access could be combined with a revised auto turnaround serving the Bennett 
Chapel; consider the placement of a modest amphitheatre on axis between "Old Central" and 
Morrill Hall; provide a new 1000 auto capacity parking structure east of the Architecture 
Building to connect with major eastwest pedestrian linkage system; complete a mall north of 
Morrill Hall by constructing an addition to Gardiner Hall for Art function, Morrill Hall for 
Social Sciences, the College of Business Administration Building, and the construction of a 
new Engineering Technology Building on the site of Hanner Hall or the tennis courts west of 
the f\rchi tecture Building. 

l:xcerpt taken from DEVELOP'v\ENT CONCEPTS. A study conducted by the OSU Department 
of Architectural Services - Bill D. Halley A.I .A. Dept. Director .May 1982. page 109. 

OLD CENTRAL 
DISTRICT 
DEVELOPMENT 
OBJECTIVES 
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~;iiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiii-~~,--·-~~~~s!:f MASTER PLAN 
~~OF ''OLD CENTRAL.' 
~~DISTRICT 
a• 
~ 

[Jit= 
1. OLD CENTRAL 
2. SERETEAN CENTER 
3. [)AR TLETT CENTE.R 
4. MORRILL HALL 

tsl ;;;;;;;;:;;gt. 10. BENNETT CHAPEL 
12. JOURNALISM 
14. HANNER HALL 
26. CIVIL ENG. CAB 
27. ENGINEERING SOUTH 
33. CAMPUS FIRE HOUSE 
35. STUDENT UNION 
40. ED LOW LIBRARY 
44. CLASSROOM BLDG. 

F5. BIJSINcSS ADMIN. 
F7. AR. T BUILDING 

ADDITION 
F8. SOCIAL SCIENCES 
F 11. INSTITUTE FOR 

PROFESSION AL 
DEVELOPMENT 

Fl2. EDUCATION BLDG. 
F 15. EXHIBIT GALLERY 

AND N,A.TURAL 
HISTORY MUSEUM 

F20. STUDENT UNION 
HOTEL 

F22a. ALUMNI ASSOC. 
F26a. PARKING 
F31. ROTC BLDG. 
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3.BARTLETT CCNTl:'.Y 
4.MORIHLL HALL 
5.BUSIN ESS 

AD MINISTRATION 
6.HOME ECON. l:.AST 
7.EOMON LOW 

Lll:)RAR Y 
8.C LASS ROOM B L!JG. 
9.STUD ENT UNION 
10.JOU RN ALISM 
11.BENNETT CHAPEL 
12.FIRE ST A TION 
13.RESIDENCL::S 
14.BIJSIN ESSES 

The area that is toned 
indicates the general site 
area. It is not in tended to 
represent the total 
buildable area, rather it is 
the total area that will 
include the School of 
Design and any exterior 
development that may 
deem itself appropriate. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The area that is toned 
indicates the future 
master plan goal of 
eliminating two way 
traffic from Morrill 
Avenue north to Athletic 
Avenue so that pedestrian 
traffic can cross safely 
from the main quadrangle 
east into the Old Central 
District. The elimination 
of access on Hester, 

l----~b=-~~=~r-f=t============~1~~~~! increased flow of traf fie 
on Morrill Avenue, and 

UNIVERSI 

------

the continued visitation of 
the Student Union by the 
University population and 
Alumni demonstrates that 
the site will play a vital 
role in anchoring this 
important corner on the 
OSU campus. 
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UNDESIRABLE VIEW 
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MAJOR VISTA 
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CAMPUS ENTRY VIEWS 

CONC LUSIOi\lS 

Views to and from the site 
suggest that any design 
alternative must address all 
sides of the building. The 
solution must be sensitive to 
any design that proposes a 
"BACKSIDE" which might 
negatively effect a view to 
the site. 
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VEGETATION 

OrREES 

The trees 011 ,rncl around 
the site and "Old Central" 
cons ti tu te some of the 
heaviest concentrations of 
trees that exist on the 
OSU Campus. This would 
imply that greilt care 
should be taken to 
in tergrate as many of the 
existing trees into each 
design alternative <llld to 
eliminate as few as 
possible within the 
completed design solution. 
The types of trees vary 

'11==.===:==t frorn Pin Oaks, Oaks, 
Elms, and Maples to 
Pines, and Cedars . 
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CONC LLJSIONS 

The contour levels are at 
2' intervals across the 
entire site at 
approximately a 1. 5-2. 5'Jb 
slope. Since the contours 
are so slight over such a 
great distance it is 
reason ab le to assume that 
the topography will not be 
a major factor in any of 
the design al tern a ti ves as 
it might if the slope 
were greater. 
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"The climate of the Stillwater area and its 
relationship to personal comfort and implied usage of 
outdoor space is dependent on a number of factors. 
These factors, temperature variation, relative 
humidity in conjunction with wind, solar heat gain 
and day-to-night temperature shifts have been 
documented and reveal that there are two periods of 
distinct outdoor comfort at Oklahoma State 
University. One period is between late March and 
early June, while the other is between early 
September and early October. This demonstrates 
that there are, during both winter and summer 
seasons, periods during which indoor space is required 
to conduct normal activities. Both extremes, hot 
summers and cold winters, contribute to this 
condition. 

The predominant summer breezes range from 3 mph 
to 2t+ mph, and are from the sou th-sou th east. Higher 
winds occasionally come from the south-southwest 
reaching t+7 mph and above. Spring tornado warnings 
are common. 

The predominant winter winds range from 3 mph to 
2t+ mph, and are from the north-northwest, north, and 
north-northeast with winds occasionally reaching t+7 
mph and above from the north-northwest. Air borne 
dust is common in both summer and winter." 

Excerpt taken from DEVELOPMENT CONCEPTS.A 
study conducted by the OSU Dept. of Architectural 
Services - Bill D. Halley A.I.A. Dept. Director. 
May 1982.page 26 
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The Primary (top) geologic formation in this ar(~a. is 
the Wellington-Admire Unit of the Permian System. 
This unit is fairly exstensive in North-Centrdl 
Oklahoma, covering an area from Shawnee north to 
the Arkansas River, east to Cushing anci west almost 
to Guthrie. Although predominantly reddish-colored 
shales, the unit does contain sandstones, siltstones 
and in some localities, even limestones. Due tl) 
correlation difficulties with other "redbed" units, the 
total thickness of the Wellington-Admire is difficult 
to ascertain but it is generally several hundred feet 
thick. These "redbeds" are marine sediment 
deposited from an ancient inland sea which existed 
during the Permian era. Overlying soils are 
principally residual (weathered in place) deri vaties of 
the parent formation as modified by normal soil 
forming processes. 

The soil consists of essentially fairly high to high 
plasticity silty clay underlain by shale. Water 
penetration of the soi I is almost ni I resu !ting in 
severe flooding during rainy season when ground 
water follows the clay contour. The soils are 
considered active with swelling/shrinking related to 
"dry" or "wet" seasons. Structures are subject to 
considerable pressure due to this volumetric change. 
The depth of the shale below grade, its thickness, 
composition and strength varies considerably 
requiring exstensive soil exploration and intensive on 
site observations. As a result of undulation in the 
clay substrata, considerable "hydrostatic" pressure 
effects both vertical and horizontal structural 
surfaces during periods of subsurface water 
migration. Structural design responses to this 
condition consist of drilled piers, belled if required, 
and installed to rest on stable rock strata 20-25'+
below grade. Horizontal slab surfaces are grade 
beam and non-earth bearing. Metal form material is 
to be avoided due to rusting as are certain paper 
product forrnwork for slabs grade beams which 
interact with chemicals in the water and result in a 
gaseous release. Native soils are not to be used for 
backfill. 

GEOLOGY I SOILS 
SUMMARY 
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CONT. 

These subsurface conditions have considerable cost 
implications, i.e. (1) consideration should be given to 
the inclusion of a positive water removal system; (2) 
foundation costs imply that building with the smallest 
footprint would be most economical; (3) Ii ttle penalty 
is paid for multi-story construction of up to 5 
stories; (4) building designs which include parking at 
grade level or slightly below on gravel or bituminous 
pavement is an economically viable concept since 
Ii ttle penalty is paid to displace the structure floor 
slab up by 8'+- by extention of the piers. 

GEOLOGY I SOILS 
SUMMARY 
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ALL AREAS 
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A3 A6 A7 
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DIAGRAM 
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USERS= Visitors 
St.::uJ.ents 
Faculty 
Staff 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to serve as a transition 
and orientation space to 
other parts of the building 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA= 

-should allow ease of move
ment between gallery, 
studios and all other areas 
of the facility. 
-should provide clear 
orientation of location of 
vertical circulation. 

1500 + S.F. 

HEIGHT: varies 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: open 

°FLOOR: hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

toilets library-lecture lounge 

entry~ Al ~studio 

~w~ 
maint. room admin-faculty gallery 

°CEILING: varies 

0 WALLS: varies 

0 H-V·A·C: multi-zone, low velocity 0 PLUMBING: water fountain 

0 LIGHTING: day 1 igh t I indirect 0 ELECTRICAL: duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= Seating elements and displays as required. 

A1 LOBBY 
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USERS= Visitors 
Students 
Faculty 
Staff 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-viewing areas to display 
student and faculty work. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-should be partially broken 
into various areas. 
-prime public space. 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

lobby~ A2 ~tudio 

workroom/archives 

AREA= 4000 S.F. 

HEIGHT= varies 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= contemplative-quiet 

°FLOOR= soft-carpet, hard-wood 

SYSTEMS 

°CEILING: varies 

0 WALLS= tack surface 

0 H·V·A·C: multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= none 

0 LIGHTING= artificial light, track 0 ELECTRICAL: duplex outlets 
and display lighting 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: exhibit display and modules. 

A2 GALLERY 
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USERS: Faculty/TA's (will not work 
here but will retrieve and 
store projects. 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide storage for past 
student work and displays. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-temperature and humidity 
control important. 
-security is important. 

AREA: 1000 + S.F. 

HEIGHT: 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: security 

°FLOOR: hard-concrete 

SYSTEMS 

0 HV·A·C: independent system 

0 LIGHTING: ambient-no daylight 

0 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

work 
room A3 

°CEILING: GWB - pa int 

0 WALLS: GWB - paint 

0 PLUMBING: 

0 ELECTRICAL= 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: storage racks for models and board presentations, 
flat files. 

A3 ARCHIVES 
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USERS: Faculty 
Student TA's (2) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-work space for cataloging 
projects, repairing displays 
and planning exhibits. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-security is important. 

AREA: 400 S.F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= work 

°FLOOR= hard-tile, 

SYSTEMS 

0 H·V·A·C= independent system 

0 LIGHTING= ambient, daylight 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

A4 

Archives 

°CEILING: GWB - paint 

0 WALLS= GWB - paint 

0 PLUMBING= sink 

0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= work table, shelves, etc. 

A4 WORKROOM 
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USERS: Faculty 

Students 
Staff 

I FUNCTION/ACTIVITY: 
-for coffee breaks, studyint 
discussions, meetings. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: 

HEIGHT= 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= 

°FLOOR: 

-should allow visual contact 
with gallery but seperate 
noise and odors (smoking, 
B. 0.). 

500 S.F. 

varies 

relaxing 

hard-tile, soft-carpet 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

exte~ourtyarJ 

lobby ~ AS ~studio 

~~ 
toilets gallery 

°CEILING= varies 

0 WALLS: GWB - paint/ fabric 

0 HV·A·C= multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING: none 

0 LIGHTING: daylight indirect 0 ELECTRICAL: duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: seating, tables 

A5 LOUNGE 
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USERS: Faculty (10) 
Students (40) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-space for student and 
professional presentations 
both formal and informal. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-should be accoustically 
controlled but integrated 
with gallery. 

AREA= 1000 + S.F. 

HEIGHT: varies 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= formal 

°FLOOR: soft-carpet 

SYSTEMS 

0 H·V·A·C: multi zone - low level 

0 LIGHTING: daylighting indirect 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

lounge 

~ 
lobby ~ A6 ~tudio 

to~ ~y 

°CEILING: varies 

0 WALLS: tack surf ace 

0 PLUMBING: 

0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE/EQUIPMENT: seating, slide projection, tables. 

A6 JURY PIT 
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-
USERS: Visitors 

0 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-recommended that these be 
broken into two sets of rest 
rooms. 

AREA: as required by code 

HEIGHT: 8 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: clean 

°FLOOR: hard-tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHiPS: 

lobby ~ A7 

°CEILING: accous tical ti le 

0 WALLS: hard-tile 

0 HV·A·C: multi-zone, low velocity 0 PLUMBING= as required 

0 LIGHTING: down light 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: 

0 ELECTRICAL: 

A 7 PUBLIC 
TOILETS 
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USERS: Staff 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-provide space for storage 
of janitorial supplies. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA= 100 S.F. 

HEIGHT= 8 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= clean 

°FLOOR= hard-tile 

SYSTEMS 

0 HV·A·C = none 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

lounge ~ AS 

~~ 
lobby toilets 

oCEILING= GWB - paint 

0 WALLS= GWB - paint 

0 PLUMBING: slop sink 

0 LIGHTING = ambient 0 ELECTRICAL= 

FURNITURE/EQUIPMENT= shelving, units and sink, chairs. 

A8MAINTENANCE 
ROOrvl 
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USERS= Archive TA 
Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-photography of student 
projects. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-special lighting systems 
to achieve quality photos 
(as required). 

AREA: 25 0 S. F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= black 

°FLOOR= hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

archives 

~ 
Galler~ A9 

~ work room 

°CEILING= black - exposed 

0 WALLS: black - GWB 

0 H-V·A·C= multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= sink 

0 LIGHTING = as required for photos 0 ELECTRICAL: duplex outlets 
and development 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: 1 camera, tripod, work table, shelves, developing 
equipment, etc. 

A9 ARCHIVE 

PHOTO STUDIO 
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USERS: Staff 
Visitors 
Students 
Parents 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to act as a waiting area 
for persons wishing access 
to administrative personnel. 
-also answers phone and actE 
as switchboard for the 
facility: 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-should be accessible for 
both public and faculty. 
-prime public space. 

AREA= 300 S.F. 

HEIGHT= varies 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: relaxing 

°FLOOR= soft-carpet 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

B conference room 

~ + 
gen. ~ Bl 
sec. 

iii w 
A records 

°CEILING = acoustic ti le 

0 VVALLS: GWB - paint/fabric 

4\rector 

0 HV·A·C = multi-zone, low velocity 0 PLUMBING= none 

0 LIGHTING= daylight, ambient oELECTRICAL= duplex outlets, terminal 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= lounge seating elements for guests, desk for 
receptionist, computer. 

81 RECEPTION 
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USERS= Staff Cl) RELATIONSHIPS: 

asst. head conference 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
~)11 

-office from which overall 
administration of the schoo] .~ 
takes place. recept.~ B2 ~other 

?office 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA= 

HEIGHT= 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= 

°FLOOR: 

-should have access control
led by receptionist and · 
head secretary. 

300 S.F. 

8 - 10 feet 

executive 

soft-carpet 

SYSTEMS 

head~. sec. 

°CEILING: acoustic tile 

0 Vl/ALLS= GWB - paint/fabric 

oHV·A·C: multi-zone, low velocity 0 PLUMBING: none 

0 LIGHTING= daylight, ambient, task 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets, terminal 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: office furniture for 1, 4 guest seats. 

82 SCHOOL 
HEAD 
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-
USERS: Staff (1) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-second in command. 
-in charge in heads absence 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-should have controlled 
access. 

AREA: 225 s. F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= executive 

°FLOOR: soft-carpet 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

school head conference 

~)11 
recept~ 

head admin. sec. 

°CEIUNG: acoustic ti le 

0 WALLS: GWB - paint/ fabric 

oH-V·A·C: multi-zone, low velocity 0 PLUMBING: none 

0 LIGHTING = daylight, ambient, task 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets, terminal 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= office furniture for 1, 2 guest seats, computer. 

83 ASSISTANT 
SCHOOL HEAD 
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-
USERS: Staff (1) RELATIONSHIPS: 

other off ices 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-administrates secretarial 

-assists school head and recept 
duties of other secretaries. ~ 

assistant head. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-controls access to school 
head and assistant head. 

AREA: 150 s. F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

B4 

~ 
asst. head 

~school 
?head 

0 IMAGE: administrative 

°FLOOR= soft-carpet 

°CEILING: acoustic tile 

0 \NALLS: GWB - paint/fabric 

SYSTEMS 

oH-V·A·C: multi-zone, low velocity 0 PLUMBING= none 

0 LIGHTING: daylight, ambient, task 0 ELECTRICAL: duplex outlets, terminal 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= office furniture for 1, seating for 2 guests, 
computer terminal, file cabinets. 

84 HEAD ADMIN, 
SECRETARY 
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-
USERS= Staff (1) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-director of Architecture 
program and its adminis
tration. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: 2 O 0 s. F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: executive 

°FLOOR= soft-carpet 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

sec.~ BS ~head 

~ 
conference 

°CEILING: acoustical ti le 

0 WALLS: GWB - paint/ fabric 

oHV·A·C: multi-zone, low velocity 0 PLUMBING= none 

0 LIGHTING: daylight, ambient, task 0 ELECTRICAL: duplex outlets, terminal 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= office furniture for 1, 2 guests seats. 

85 DIRECTOR OF 
ARCHITECTURE 
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USERS: Staff (1) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-assists director of Archi
tecture in his duties. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: 150 s. F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= inviting (open) 

°FLOOR= soft-carpet 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

other _L__ 
offices~ B6 

°CEILING= acoustical tile 

~Arch. 
?dir. 

0 WALLS= GWB - paint/fa bric 

0 HV·A·C: multi-zone, low velocity 0 PLUMBING= none 

0 L1GHTING= ambient, task 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets, terminal 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: off ice furniture for 1, 2 guest seats, computer. 

86 ARCHITECTURE 
SEC,, 
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USERS= Staff Cl) RELATIONSHIPS: 

other of fices 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-director of landscape 
architecture program and it~ sec .. ~ 
development. ~ 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: 200 S.F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

+ 
B7 

conference 

0 IMAGE= executive °CEILING: acous t ica 1 ti le 

4> head 

°FLOOR= soft-carpet 0 WALLS= GWB - paint/ fabric 

SYSTEMS 

0 HV·A·C: multi-zone, low velocity 0 PLUMBING= none 

0 LIGHTING: daylight, ambient, task 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets, terminal 

FURNITURE/EQUIPMENT= office furniture for 1, 2 guest seats, computer. 

87 DIRECTOR OF 

LANDSCAPE 

ARCHITECTURE 
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-
USERS: Staff C 1) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-assists director of land
scape architecture in his 
duties. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: 15 0 s. F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: inviting (open) 

°FLOOR= soft-carpet 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

other jf: __ 
offices~ 

B8 

°CEILING: acous t ica 1 ti le 

~L.A. 
?dir. 

0 WALLS: GWB - paint/ fabric 

0 HV·A·C= multi-zone, low velocity 0 PLUMBING= none 

0 LIGHTING: ambient, task 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets, terminal 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= office furniture for l, 2 guest seats, computer. 

88 LAND. ARCH .. 

SEC" 
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-
USERS: Staff C 1) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-director of interior 
architecture program and 
its development. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA= 200 S.F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: executive 

°FLOOR= soft-carpet 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

other off ices 

~ 
sec.~ B9 ~head 

w 
conference 

°CEILJNG: acous t ica 1 ti le 

oWALLS= GWB - paint/fa bric 

0 HV·A·C: multi-zone, low velocity 0 PLUMBING= none 

0 L1GHTING: daylight, ambient, task 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets, terminal 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= office furniture for 1, 2 guest seats, computer. 

89 DIRECTOR OF 
INTERIOR 

ACHITECTURE 
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-
USERS= Staff (1) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-assists director of Interior 
Architecture with his duties. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: 150 s. F. 

HEIGHT: 8-10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= inviting (open) 

°FLOOR: soft - carpet 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS· 

other L 
office~ 

BlO ~Int. 7 Arch. 
dir. 

°CEILING: acoustical tile 

oWALLS: GWB - paint/fabric 

0 HV·A·C: multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= none 

0 L1GHTING: ambient, task 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets, terminal 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= office furniture for 1, 2 guest seats, computer 

810 INT, ARCH. 
ARCH., SEC. 
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-
USERS= Staff (1) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to maintain records of 
finance, employees and 
alumni relations. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-should be a secure office. 
(alarm) 

AREA: 250 S.F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: executive 

°FLOOR= soft-carpet 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

other offices 

~ 
recept.~ Bll 4> head 

~ 
conference 

°CEILING: acoustical tile 

0 WALLS: GWB - paint/ fabric 

oHV·A·C: multi-zone, low velocity 0 PLUMBING= none 

0 LIGHTING: ambient, task 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets, terminal 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= office furniture for 1, file cabinets, computer 
terminal, seating for 2 guests. 

811 FINANCE 
PERSONNEL 
ALUMNI 
SECRETARY 
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USERS= Staff Cl) RELATIONSHIPS: 

other off ices 

+ FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to maintain and advise 
students with records. _L 
-to keep records organized. recept.~ Bl2 ~head 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: 15 0 s. F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: inviting 

°FLOOR= soft-carpet 

SYSTEMS 

0 HV·A·C: multi-zone 

w 
records storage 

°CEILING: acoustical tile 

o\VALLS: GWB - paint/fabric 

0 PLUMBING = none 

0 LIGHTING = ambient, task 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlet, terminal 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: office furniture for 1, computer terminal, guest 
seat for 2. 

812 RECORDS SEC 
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USERS: Staff ( 1) retrieval and 
storage of documents only. 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-storage of student files. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-smoke detection. 

AREA: 200 s. F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= none 

°FLOOR= hard-tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

record L 
sec. ~ Bl3 

°CEILING: acoustical tile 

0 WALLS= GWB - paint 

0 HV·A·C: multi-zone, low velocity 0 PLUMBING= none 

0 LIGHTING = ambient, task 0 ELECTRICAL= none 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= shelving units and work surface. 

813 RECORDS 
ROOM 
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-
USERS: Staff (4) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-general secretaries who 
provide service for general 
administration of school 
and faculty. 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

recept_L 
area~ 

all offices 

+ 
Bl4 ~direct 

?off ice 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

~~~ 

AREA: 400 s. F. 

HEIGHT: 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= inviting, open 

°FLOOR= soft-carpet 

SYSTEMS 

supply conference work 
room room 

°CEILING: acoustical tile 

0 \NALLS: GWB - paint/fabric 

0 H-V·A·C = multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING: none 

0 LIGHTING: ambient, task 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets, terminal 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= open office for 4, computer terminals, furniture. 

814 GENERAL 
SECRETARIES 
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USERS= Visitors 
Staff 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

other off ices 

+ 
-meeting space for meetings 
brown bag lunches, etc... .~ 
20 people. recept.~ Bl5 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: Q 

-shall provide light control 
and slide projection. 

AREA: 500 s. F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= business 

°FLOOR= soft - carpet 

SYSTEMS 

~ 
toilets 

°CEILING= acoustical tile 

oWALLS= GWB - paint/fabric 

0 HV·A·C = multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= none 

0 LIGHTING = ambient 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= conference table for 20, projector, light control. 

815 CONFERENCE 
ROOM 
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USERS: Staff 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-room use for xeroxing, 
collating, binding. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-should have kitchenette. 

AREA= 200 S.F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

olMAGE= work 

°FLOOR: hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

gen. 
sec. 

Bl6 

°CEILING= acoustical tile 

0 WALLS: GWB - paint 

~supply 
7room 

0 HV·A·C: multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= sink, hot water tank 

0 L1GHTING= ambient, task 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlet 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= xerox machine, refrigerator, microwave, binding 
machine. 

816 WORKROOM 
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-
USERS: Staff 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-storage of office supplies 
and various things. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA= 200 S.F. 
.. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= none 

°FLOOR= hard-tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

work 
room 

Bl7 

°CEIUNG= acoustical tile 

0 WALLS= GWB - paint 

0 HV·A·C= multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= none 

0 LIGHTING= ambient 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= shelving units, file cabinets. 

817 SUPPLY ROOM 
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USERS: Staff 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-guess? 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: as required 

HEIGHT= 8 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= clean 

°FLOOR: hard-tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all offices 

~ 
recept.~ Bl8 

°CEILING: acoustical tile 

0 WALLS= hard-tile 

0 HV·A·C = multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING: as required 

0 LIGHTING= ambient 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: 

L ______ _ 

818 RESTROOMS 
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USERS: Faculty ( 1 per office) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-area where faculty prepares 
lectures, advises students 
and does their own work. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: 2400 s. F. (16@ 150) 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= private 

°FLOOR= soft - carpet 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

~ t~ts 
.....__...../ ~ 

leommitte.L 
rooms~ Cl-Cl6 

~ 
studios 

°CEILING: acoustical tile 

0 WALLS= GWB - paint 

~work 
7room 

oHV·A·C = multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

0 LIGHTING = daylight, ambient, task aELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE/EQUIPMENT= drawing/writing surfaces, shelving, 1 guest seat. 

C1-C16 (16) 

ARCHITECTURE 

FACULTY 
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I USERS: TA' s ( 2 per off ice) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-home base for teaching 
assistants to prepare class 
assignments and to grade 
exams. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION= 

AREA= 600 S.F. (5 @ 120) 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

olMAGE= private 

°FLOOR: soft - carpet 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

other 
areas Cl7-C21 

°CEILING: acoustical tile 

0 WALLS: GWB - paint 

oHV·A·C= multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

~ work 7 room 

0 LIGHTING: ambient, task 0 ELECTRICAL: duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= office furniture for 2, 1 guest seat. 

C17-C21 (5) 

ARCHITECTURE 

TEACHING 

ASSISTANTS 
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USERS: Faculty (1) per office 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-area where faculty prepares 
lectures, advises students 
and does their own work. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: 2400 S.F. (16 @ 150) 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= private 

°FLOOR= soft - carpet 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

lounge toilets 

+~ 
committ-~ 
rooms ~ C22-37 

~ 
studios 

°CEILING: acoustical tile 

0 WALLS: GWB - paint 

~work 
7room 

0 HV·A·C = multi-zone, low-veloci"ty 0 PLUMBING= 

0 L1GHTING= daylight, ambient, task 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= drawing/writing surface, shelving, 1 guest seat. 

C22-37 (16) 
LANDSCAPE 
ARCHITECTURE 
FACULTY 
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USERS= Faculty (1) per office 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-area where faculty prepare1 
lectures, advises students 
and does their own work. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: 2400 S.F. ( 16 @ 150) 

HEIGHT: 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= private 

°FLOOR: soft - carpet 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

committ~ 
rooms ~ C38-53 

~ 
studios 

°CEILING= acoustical tile 

0 WALLS: GWB - paint 

0 HV·A·C: multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

~ work 
?room 

0 LIGHTING= daylight, ambient, task 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE/EQUIPMENT= drawing/writing surface, shelving, 1 guest seat. 

C38-53 (16) 
INTERIOR 
ARCHITECTURE 
FACULTY 
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USERS: All Faculty 
Teaching Assistants 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-this room is a "work" room, 
it is where all the common 
equipment needed is used 
and kept. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION= 
-should h~ve kitchenette. 

AREA: 500 s. F. 

HEIGHT: s - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: none 

°FLOOR: hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

committee rooms 

TA L 
of fices~ 

C54 

lounge 

°CEIUNG: acoustical tile 

0 WALLS= GWB - paint 

~facult~ 
?officei 

oHV·A·C= multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= kitchenette, hot water 
tank 

0 LIGHTING = ambient, task 0 ELECTRICAL= as needed for machines 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: CAD station with printers, word processor with 
printer, xerox machine, merlin lettering machine, 
flat files, coffee machine. 

C54 WORKROOM 
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USERS= Faculty committee members 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-rooms used for meetings 
to discuss issues of 
various committees. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: 7 5 O S. F. ( 5 @ 15 O) 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= formal 

°FLOOR: hard-tile 

SYSTEMS 

0 HV·A·C = multi-zone 

0 LIGHTING= ambient, task 

RELATIONSHIPS= 

all f a~of fices 

C55-59 

°CEILING: acoustical tile 

0 WALLS: GWB - paint 

0 PLUMBING= 

0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= conference table, chairs, chalkboard. 

C55-59 (5) 

COMMITTEE 
ROOMS 
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USERS: Faculty Cl) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-area where faculty prepare~ 
lectures, advises students 
and do their own work. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-should have special 
security alarm as these 
offices contain computers. 
-will be outside faculty 
compound for proximity to 
AE studios. 

AREA= 600 S.F. (4 @ 150) 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= private 

°FLOOR= hard-ti le 

SYSTEMS 

0 HV·A·C =multi-zone, low-velocity 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

lecture halls 

~ 
C60-63 4> admin 

~ 
AE studios 

°CEILING= acoustical tile 

0 WALLS= GWB - paint 

0 PLUMBING= 

0 LIGHTING: daylight, ambient, task 0 ELECTRICAL: duplex outlets, terminal 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: writing/ drawing surface, she 1 ving, computers. 

C60-63 (4) 

ARCHITECTURAL 
ENGINEERING 
FACULTY 
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USERS= Architectural Engineering 
-TA's 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-home base for teaching 
assistants tu prepare class 
assignments, to grade exams 
and aid students. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA= 400 S.F. (4 @ 120) 

HEIGHT: 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= private 

°FLOOR= soft - carpet 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

lecture 

+ 
C64-67 ~AE 

7aculty 

AE~os 

°CEILING: acoustical tile 

0 WALLS: GWB - paint 

0 HV·A·C: multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING: 

0 LIGHTING= ambient, task 0 ELECTRICAL: duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= drawing/writing surface for 2, 1 guest seat. 

C64-67 (4) 
ARCHITECTURAL 
ENGINEERING 

TEACHING 
ASSISTANTS 
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USERS: Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-serves as relaxation, 
interaction area for 
faculty. 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

C68 ~aculty 
?offices 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: 400 s. F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: relaxing 

°FLOOR= soft - carpet 

SYSTEMS 

°CEILING= acoustical tile 

0 WALLS= GWB - paint/ fabric 

0 HV·A·C = multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

0 LIGHTING= daylight, ambient 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= lounge seating, tables, chairs. 

C68 FACULTY 
LOUNGE 
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-
USERS: Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA= 

HEIGHT= 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: 

°FLOOR= 

-should provide storage for 
faculty. 

as required 

8 - 10 feet 

clean 

hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS• 

commit~~ 
room ~ C69 

~ 
work room 

°CEILING= acoustical tile 

0 WALLS= hard - ti le 

0 HV·A·C = multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

0 LIGHTING= ambient 0 ELECTRICAL = 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: 

C69 RESTROOM 

~office 
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·39.8 STUDENT AVERAGE 

LECTURE 
STUDENT 
POPULATIONS 
This Stl1dcnt Lcct11rc 
Population Survey giv('s 11s 
the oppurtuni ty to observe 
the trends cxhi bi tcd by 
past class student 
populations which will 
used in the selection of 
the size dnd number of 
lecture spaces 11ecdecl. 
This list includes ENCSC 
2114 which will in the 
future become /\RCH 2114 
and will be taught within 
the School of Design. 

ARCH 2003 jumps the 
scale in this survey as it 
is presently offered to all 
students in the university 
and therefore has its 
enrollment limit at that of 
the larger lecture 
rooms(approx. 350+-) 
available. In the future it 
is anticipated that 
enrollment will be limited 
to the capacity of the 
large lecture room within 
the School of Design. 
('3.pprox. \50 person 
capacity) 

The remaining ARCH 
lecture courses average a 
population 0£ 39.8 
students.Assume 40 
students. 
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i9 8,, 

lcrturc off(·r·i11~~·, .ire tlio<,1· 

sccor1c! lcv<·I ur ,l\lvc11H 1'.<I 
courses thdt 011 ly 1\I' 
rno.jors have Ill L1ke in 
f u I I f i I I rn c 11 t <) f t h e 
requirrnent.'i for <l n. /\rcli. 
l:ngineering !lq~r,·e. The'.><' 
courses <lV<'r<1gc a 9 
student ropul;:ition and it 
is assurned that they worilcl 
be taught in a sc1n1nar 
room adjacent the /\.I~. 
studio. 

l N T E R I 0 R A l( C: Ii . & 
LANDSCAPE ARCH. h::ive 
only a minimal number of 

lecture courses that need 
to be taught in a lecture 
space, the other courses 
are given in close 
association with the studio 
spaces. Those courses 
needing formal lecture 
space average a 49 
student population . 

CONCLUSION 
Using the numbers 40 & 
49 as the student 
populations exhibited 
during the past two 
years and adding l l 
seats which is approx. '22% 
of 49, for a total of 60 
stud en ts, let us assume for 
this project two, (2) 
lecture rooms seating 
60 students (2 lectures 
rooms to allow flexibility 
in resolving any scheduling 
problems that might occur 
with only one lecture 
space) and one (l) general 
lecture/auditorium morn 
seating 150 students. 
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USERS= Students (150) 

Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-area where lectures 
given by faculty and 
outside speakers. 

are 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

store room 

~ 
lobby ~ Dl proj. 

room 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION= 

AREA= 

HEIGHT= 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= 

°FLOOR= 

-should incorporate "tiered' 
seating with fixed note 
tables (case study rooms). 
-projection and light 
control. 

1200 S.F. 

varies 

educational 

soft-carpet 

SYSTEMS 

dressing room 

°CEILING: acoustically con trolled 

0 WALLS: acoustically control led 

0 HV·A·C= multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

0 LIGHTING = artificial light 0 ELECTRICAL = 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= tiered seating, note tables, chairs, chalk boards. 

01 LARGE 
LECTURE ROOM 
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USERS= Students (60) 
Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-lecture room for 60 people. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-should incorporate "tiered" 
seating with fixed note 
tables (case study rooms). 
-projection and light 
control. 

AREA: 850 s. F. 

HEIGHT= varies 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: educational 

°FLOOR= soft - carpet 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

store room 

lobby~ D2-D3 

~ 
dressing room 

·- 02&03 

SMALL 
LECTURE 
ROOMS 

~proj. 
?room 

°CEILING: acoustically control led 

0 VVALLS: acoustically controlled 

oHV·A·C = multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

0 LIGHTING: artificial light 0 ELECTRICAL= 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: tiered sea ting, note tables, chairs, chalk boards 
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USERS: Lecturer 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-for use and storage of 
projection equipment. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-rear screen projection 
capabilities. 

AREA= 300 S.F. ( 3@ 100 s.f.) 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: none 

°FLOOR: hard - concrete 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

lecture_L 
room ~ 

D4 a-c 

storage 

°CEILING: acoustical tile 

0 WALLS: GWB - paint 

0 HV·A·C: multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

0 LIGHTING = ambient 0 ELECTRICAL= 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= projectors, shelves, etc. 

04 PROJECTION 
ROOMS 
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USERS: Lee turer 
Visitors 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-room's for visitors to 
prepare for lectures. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: 100 s. F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= restfull 

°FLOOR= soft - carpet 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

large lecture 

~ 
lobby~ DS 

°CEILING: acous t ica 1 ti le 

0 WALLS= GWB - paint/ fabric 

0 H-V·A·C: multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING: none 

0 LIGHTING: ambient 0 ELECTRICAL: 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: dressing table, lounge seating for 4. 

05 DRESSING 
ROOM 
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USERS: Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-storage of lecture aids 
(material, samples). 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-this area for systems and 
materials, samples storage. 

AREA: 100 s. F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= 

°FLOQR: hard - concrete 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

lecture rooms 

+ 
lobby~ D6 

°CEILING: acoustical tile 

0 WALLS: GWB - paint 

0 H-V·A·C = multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING: 

0 LIGHTlNG = ambient 0 ELECTRICAL = 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= shelving units. 

06 STORAGE 
ROOM 
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USERS= Staff 
Students 
Faculty 
Visitors 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

slide view./archives 

~ 
-to provide learning-
resource space aside other ~ 
unstructured areas allowing lobby 
visitors to study and gather 
information. 

El ~work 
?room 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-should have its own HVAC 
system and a special light
ing system for protection 
of the holdings. 

AREA= 3450 S.F. 

HEIGHT= varies 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: educational 

°FLOOR= soft - carpet 

SYSTEMS 

0 H V·A ·C: independent sys tern 

0 LIGHTING: ambient, task 

~~ 
kitchenette storage 

°CEILING= acoustical tile 

0 WALLS= GWB - paint/ fabric 

0 PLUMBING: 

0 ELECTRICAL: 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: tables, chairs, book stacks, card catalogue, etc. 

E1 GENERAL 

LIBRARY AREA 
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USERS: Staff 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide space for the 
restoration and maintenance 
of the library holdings. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-should have kitchenette 
built in. 

AREA= 200 S.F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

RELATIONSHIPS= 

gen. 
area 

storage room 

E2 

kitchenette 

0 IMAGE= °CEILING: acoustical tile 

°FLOOR= soft - carpet 

SYSTEMS 

0 HV·A·C = independent system 

0 L1GHTING = ambient, task 

oWALLS= GWB - paint/ fabric 

0 PLUMBING: sink 

0 ELECTRICAL= 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= work table, shelving. 

E2 RESTORATION 
WORKROOM 
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USERS: Staff 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-storage. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA : 2 O 0 s . F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= none 

°FLOOR= hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

0 H·V·A·C: independent system 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

E3 

work room 

°CEILING: acous t ica 1 ti le 

oWALLS= GWB - paint 

0 PLUMBING= 

0 LIGHTING = ambient 0 ELECTRICAL= 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: shelves. 

E3 STORAGE 
ROOM 
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USERS: Staff 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: 5 0 s. F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= clean 

°FLOOR= hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

0 H-V ·A ·C: independent sys tern 

0 LIGHTING: ambient 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

E4 

work room 

°CEILING= acoustical tile 

0 WALLS= hard - tile 

0 PLUMBING: 

0 ELECTRICAL: 

E4 HALF-BATH 
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USERS: Staff 
Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-deep storage of slide 
holdings. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-should be secure and have 
special HVAC controls. 

AREA: 200 s. F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= 

°FLOOR= hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

0 H·V·A·C= independent system 

0 LIGHTING= ambient 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

slide~ 
work 
room 

ES 

°CEILING= acoustical tile 

0 WALLS: GWB - paint 

0 PLUMBING= 

0 ELECTRICAL = 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= slide storage racks inside fire boxes, light 
table, work table. 

E5 SLIDE 
ARCHIVE 
STORAGE 
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USERS: Staff 
Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-preparation area for slideE 
to use in lectures and 
displays. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-security control and shoulc 
provide viewing area with 
ability to view slides 
(glass). 

AREA: 150 S. F. 

HEIGHT: 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= 

°FLOOR: soft - carpet 

SYSTEMS 

0 H·V·A·C= independent system 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

deep~ storag 
archives 

E6 

°CEILING: acoustical tile 

0 WALLS: GWB - paint 

0 PLUMBING: sink 

0 LIGHTING: ambient 0 ELECTRICAL: 

- E6 SLIDE 
ARCHIVE 
WORKROOM 

~ lect. ? rooms 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: work table, shelves, projection arrangement 
through glass wall. 
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USERS: Students 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide students with 
the option to view slides 
at any time. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-provide table top writing 
surface. 

AREA: 100 s. F. 

HEIGHT: 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= relaxed 

°FLOOR= soft - carpet 

SYSTEMS 

0 H·V·A·C= independent system 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

gen. 
area E7 

°CEIUNG: acous t ica 1 ti le 

oWALLS: GWB - paint/ fabric 

0 PLUMBING= 

0 LIGHTING: ambient 0 ELECTRICAL: 

slide 
work 
room 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= table top writing surface, projection controls. 

E7 SLIDE 
VIEWING AREA 
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USER:3: Students (110@ 63 s.f.) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide students with 
their own individual studio 
space for the study and 
developments of designs. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-the studio s.f. count in
cludes (4) spray booths, 
(4) slide modules and flat 
file storage. (1,080 s.f.). 

AREA: 8,010 S.F. (-1,080 S.F.) 

HEIGHT= varies 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= open 

°FLOOR= hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 
all 

other areas 

studi~ 
supporL~ 

°CEILING: exposed 

FlOO.l 

0 WALLS: tack surf ace 

~eminar 7 rooms 

0 HV·A·C = multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= sinks in spray booths 

0 LIGHTING= ambient, daylight 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= lay tables, desks, spray booths, slide modules, 
flat files. 

F100., 1 FIRST 
YEAR STUDIO 
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USERS: Students 

Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide quiet space 
for reviews of projects and 
studying. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: 12 o 0 s. F. C 4 @ 3 o o s. f. ) 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE = formal 

°FLOOR= hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all 
other 
areas 

FlOO.l 
a-d 

°CEILING: acoustical tile 

0 WALLS= tack surface 

oHV·A·C: multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

~studio 

0 LIGHTING= ambient 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: tables, chairs, chalk boards. 

F100n 1a-d SEMINAR 
ROOMS 
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USERS= Students (75@ 63 s.f.) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide students with 
their one individual studio 
space for the study and 
development of designs. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA= 

HEIGHT= 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= 

°FLOOR= 

-the studio s.f. count in
cludes (3) spray booths, 
(3) slide modules and flat 
file storage. (860 s.f.). 

5585 S.F. (-860 s. f.) 

varies 

open 

hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

studenL 
support~ 

all 
other areas 

~ 
Fl00.2 

°CEILING: exposed 

0 WALLS: tack surf ace 

~emi11ar 
7room 

0 HV·A·C= multi-zone, low-velocity 0PLUMBING= sinks in spray booths 

0 LIGHTING = ambient, daylight 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= lay tables, desks, spray booths, slide modules, 
flat files. 

F100,2 SECOND 
YEAR STUDIO 
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USERS: Students 
Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide quiet space for 
reviews of projects and 
studying. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA= 900 S.F. (3@ 300 s.f.) 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: f orma 1 

°FLOOR= hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all 
other 
areas 

Eluu.2 
a-c 

°CEILING: acoustical tile 

oWALLS: tack surf ace 

0 H-V·A·C: multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= none 

~tudio 

0 LIGHTING = ambient, daylight oELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= tables, chairs, chalkboards. 

F100"2a SEMINAR 
ROOMS 

140 



USERS: Students C40@ 63 s.f.) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide student with 
their own individual studio 
space for the study and 
development of designs. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-the studio s.f. count in
cludes (1) spray booth, 
(1) light table, (1) arto
graph, (2) slide modules 
and flat files (740 s.f.). 

AREA: 3 2 6 O s. F. C - 7 4 O s. f. ) 

HEIGHT: varies 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: open 

°FLOOR: hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all other areas 

studioL 
support~ 

~ 
Fl00.3 

°CEILING: exposed 

0 WALLS= tack surface 

~~eminar 
?rooms 

0 H·V·A·C= multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= sink in spray booths 

0 LIGHTING: ambient, daylight 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= laytables, desks, spray booth, light table, 
artograph, slide module, flat files. 

F100"3 THIRD 
YEAR STUDIO 

141 



USERS= Students 
Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide quiet space 
reviews of projects and 
studying. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: 6 7 5 s. F. ( 3 @ 225 s. f.) 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: formal 

°FLOOR= hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

for 

RELATIONSHlPS: 

all 
other 
areas 

Fl00.3 
a - c 

°CEILING: acoustical tile 

0 WALLS= tack surface 

0 HV·A·C: multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING: 

~studic 

0 LIGHTING= ambient, daylight 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= tables, chairs, chalkboard. 

F100"3a-c 
SEMINAR ROOMS 
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USERS: Students 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide sutdents with 
their own individual studio 
space for the study and 
development of designs. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION= 
-the studio s.f. count in
cludes (1) spray booth, 
(1) light table, (1) arto
graph, (1) s 1 ide module, 
flat files (520 s.f.). 

AREA: 2410 S.F. C-520 s.f.) 

HEIGHT: varies 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: open 

°FLOOR: hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all other areas 

studio_L 
support~ 

°CEILING= exposed 

1f\ 
Fl00.4 

0 WALLS: tack surface 

~eminar 
7rooms 

0 H-V·A·C: multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= sinks in spray booth 

0 LIGHTING: ambient, daylight 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: laytables, desks, spray booth, light table, 
artograph, slide module, flat files. 

F100n4 FOURTH 
YEAR STUDIO 
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USERS: Students 
Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide quiet space 
for reviews of projects 
and studying. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: 450 S.F. (2@ 225 s.f.) 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= formal 

°FLOOR= hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all 
other 
areas 

Fl00.4 
a - c 

°CEILING: acoustical tile 

0 WALLS= tack surface 

0 HV·A·C: multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

~tudio 

0 LIGHTING= ambient, daylight 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= tables, chairs, chalkboard. 

F100"4a-c 
SEMINAR ROOMS 
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USERS: Students C37@ 90 s.f.) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide students with 
their own individual studio 
space for the study and 
development of designs. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-the studio s.f. count in
cludes (1) spray booth, 
(3) light tables, (3) arto
graphs, ( 1) slide module, 
flat files (740 s.f.). 

AREA: 4,070 S.F. C-740 s.f.) 

HEIGHT: varies 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: open 

°FLOOR: hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all ~areas 

studioL 
support~ 

Fl00.5 

°CEILING: exposed 

0 WALLS: tack surf ace 

~seminar 
7rooms 

0 HV·A·C: multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING: sinks in spray booth 

0 LIGHTING: ambient, daylight 0 ELECTRICAL: duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: laytables, desks, spray booth, light tables, 
artographs, slide module, flat files. 

F100n5 FIFTH 
YEAR 

145 



USERS= Students 
Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide quiet space for 
reviews of projects and 
studying. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: 600 S.F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= formal 

°FLOOR: hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 
0 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all 
other 
areas 

FlOO.Sa 

°CEILING= acoustical tile 

0 WALLS= tack surface 

0 H·V·A·C= multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

~ studic 

0 LIGHTING= ambient 0 ELECTRICAL: duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: tables, chairs, chalkboard. 

F100n5a SEMINAR 
ROOM 

146 



USERS: Graduate Students 
(12@ 100 s.f.) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide more individual 
space for graduate students 
to inhabit as they pursue 
their specific educational 
objectives. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

studioL 
support~ Fl00.6 

~eminar 
7room 

-this studio s.f. count to 
include (2) CAD stations, 
(1) light table, (1) arto
graph, (1) slide module, 
flat files (400 s.f.). 

w 
all other areas 

AREA= 1600 S.F. C-400 s.f.) 

HEIGHT= varien 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: open 

°FLOOR= hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

°CEILING: exposed 

0 WALLS= tack surface 

0 HV·A·C= multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= sink 

0 LIGHTING= ambient, daylight 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= laytables, light table, artograph, CAD stations, 
slide module, flat file. 

F100n6 GRADUATE 
STUDIO 
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USERS= Graduate Students 
Faculty 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide quiet space for 
reviews of projects, grad- all ~ 
uate level seminars, and bther 
studying. areas 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA= 300 S.F. (1) 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

Fl00.6a 

grad lounge 

0 IMAGE= formal 

°FLOOR= hard - tile 

°CEILING= acoustical tile 

0 WALLS: tack surface 

SYSTEMS 

0 H-V·A·C: multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

~grad 
7studic 

0 LIGHTING= ambient, daylight 0 ELECTRICAL: duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= tables, chairs, chalkboard. 

F100n6a SEMINAR 
ROOM 

148 



USERS= Graduate Students 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-break room and relaxation 
area for graduate students. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA= 250 S.F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= relaxing 

°FLOOR: soft - carpet 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all 
other 
areas 

Fl00.6b 

seminar room 

°CEIUNG: acoustical tile 

~grad 
?studio 

0 WALLS= GWB - paint/ fabric 

oHV·A·C = multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= sink 

0 LIGHTING: ambient, daylight 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: lounge seating, table, kitchenette. 

F100n6b LOUNGE 
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..---------------------I ARCHITECTURAL 

ENGINEERING 

T C60-63 

:~C64-67 
I I 
t1 

F200.1 

TO OTHER STUDIOS 

G 

PUBLIC ACCESS 

STUDIO 
DIAGRAM 

F200.l. ARCl-llTECTlJRAL 
ENGINEl:t~ING 

STUL)IO 
F200.2. Seminar/Class room 

C60-63. AR.CH!Tt:CTURAL 
ENGINEERING 
FACULTY 

C6t+-67. A.E. TEACHING 
ASSISTANTS 
OFFICES 

G. STUDIO SUPPORT 
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USERS: AE Students 
(16@ 63 s.f.) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide studio space 
for AE majors to study and 
practive architectural 
Engineering problems. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA= 1000 S.F. 

HEIGHT= varies 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: open 

°FLOOR= hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all other areas 

studi~L 
suppor~ 

+ 
F200.l ~eminar 

7room 

AE facu~f ices 

°CEILING: exposed 

0 WALLS: tack surface 

0 HV·A·C = multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

0 LIGHTING= ambient, daylight 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex out lets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= desks, chairs, file cabinets, chalk boards. 

F200J 
ARCHITECTURAL 
ENGINEERING 
STUDIO 

151 



-
USERS= Students (15) 

Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide quiet space to 
present lectures, review 
projects, and for studying. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA= 225 S.F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= formal 

°FLOOR: hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

AE faculty offices 

studi~L 
suppor~ 

+ 
F200.2 

°CEILING: acoustical tile 

0 WALLS= GWB - paint 

~ AE 
?studio 

0 HV·A·C = multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

0 LIGHTING= ambient, daylight 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= tables, chairs, chalkboards. 

F200"2 SEMINAR 
/CLASSROOM 
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1 

F300.6 

F300.5" 

F300.4 

F300.3 

F300.2 

F300.6b 

TO OTHER STUDIOS 

G 

PUBLIC ACCESS 

LANDSCAPE 
ARCHITECTURE 
STUDIOS 
DIAGRAM 
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F 3 0 0 . 6 . G I( A I) i J f\ T !':: 

STUDIO 
F300.6a. Seminar 
FJ00.6b. Counge 
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USERS: Students (60@ 63 s.f.) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide students with 
their own individual studio 
space for the study and 
development of designs. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-the sutdio s.f. count in
cludes (3) light tables, 
(3) artographs, (1) slide 
module, flat file storage. 

AREA= 4580 S.F. 

HEIGHT= varies 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= open 

°FLOOR= hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all other areas 

studioL 
support~ 

°CEILING= exposed 

+ 
F300.2 

0 WALLS= tack surface 

~c;emina1 
?room 

0 H-V·A·C= multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= sink 

0 LIGHTING = ambient, daylight 0 ELECTRICAL: 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= laytables, desks, chairs, light tables, arto
graphs, slide modules, flat files. 

F300n2 SECOND 
YEAR STUDIO 
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USERS: Students (60) 
Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide quiet space 
for reviews of projects 
and studying. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: 900 s. F. 

HEIGHT: 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: formal 

° FLOOR: hard - ti le 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all 
other 
areas 

F300.2a 

°CEIUNG= acoustical tile 

0 WALLS: tack surface 

0 HV·A·C= multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

~ studic 

0 LIGHTING= ambient, daylight 0 ELECTRICAL: duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= tables, chairs, chalkboard. 

F300"2a SEMINAR 
ROOM 

155 



-
USERS= Students C40@ 90 s.f.) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide students with 
their own individual studio 
space for the study and 
development of designs. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION= 
-the studio s.f. count in
cludes (3) light tables, 
( 3) artographs, ( 1) slide 
module, flat files. 

AREA: 4400 s. F. 

HEIGHT= varies 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= open 

°FLOOR= hard - tiles 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all other areas 

studio_.£__ 
support~ 

°CEILING: exposed 

+ 
F300.3 

0 WALLS= tack surface 

~semina 7 room 

0 HV·A·C: multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

0 LIGHTING= ambient, daylight 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= laytables, desks, chairs, light tables, arto
graphs, slide module, flat files. 

F300"3 THIRD 

YEAR STUDIO 

156 



USERS= Students C40) 
Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide quiet space for 
reviews of projects and 
studying. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: 600 S.F. 

HEIGHT: 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: formal 

°FLOOR: hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all 
other 
areas 

F300.3a 

°CEILING: acoustical tile 

oWALLS= tack surface 

0 HV·A·C: multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

~tudio 

0 L1GHTING: ambient, daylight 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= tables, chairs, chalkboard. 

F300o3a SEMINAR 

ROOM 

·j57 



-
USERS= Students (40@ 90 s.f.) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide students with 
their own individual studio 
space for the study and 
development of designs. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-the studio s.f. count in
cludes (3) light tables, 
(3) artographs, (1) slide 
module, flat file storage. 

AREA: 4400 S.F. 

HEIGHT= varies 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= open 

°FLOOR= hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all other areas 

studioL 
support~ 

~ 
F300.4 

°CEIUNG= exposed 

0 WALLS= tack surface 

~emina1 
7room 

0 HV·A·C= multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING: 

0 LIGHTING: ambient, daylight 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= laytables, desks, chairs, light tables, arto
graphs, slide module, flat files. 

F300n4 FOURTH 
YEAR STUDIO 

158 



USERS= Students (40) 
Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide quiet space for 
reviews of projects and 
studying. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA= 600 S.F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= formal 

°FLOOR: hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all 
other 
areas 

F300.4a 

°CEILING: acoustical tile 

0 WALLS: tack surface 

0 HV·A·C= multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

~tudio 

0 LIGHTING: ambient, daylight 0 ELECTRICAL: duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: tables, chairs, chalkboard. 

F300n4a SEMINAR 
ROOM 

159 



USERS: Students C40@ 90 S.F.) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide students with 
their own individual studio 
space for the study and 
development of designs. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA= 

HEIGHT= 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= 

°FLOOR= 

-the studio s.f. count in
cludes (2) light tables, 
(2) artographs, (1) slide 
module, flat file storage. 

4200 S.F. 

varies 

open 

hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

0 HV·A·C =multi-zone, low-velocity 

0 LIGHTING: ambient, daylight 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all other areas 

studi~L 
supp or~ 

~ 
F300.5 

°CEILING: exposed 

0 WALLS= tack surface 

0 PLUMBING: 

~eminar 
7room 

0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= lay tables, desks, chairs, light tables, arto
graphs, slide module, flat files. 

F300"5FIFTH 
YEAR STUDIO 

160 



-
USERS: Students (40) 

Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide quiet space for 
reviews of projects and 
studying. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: 600 S.F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= formal 

°FLOOR= hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

" 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all 
other F300.5a 

°CEILING: acoustical tile 

0 WALLS: tack surface 

0 HV·A·C: multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

~studio 

0 L1GHTING: ambient, daylight 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlet 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= tables, chairs, chalkboard. 

F300n5a SEMINAR 
ROOM 

161 



-
USERS: Graduate Students 

(10@ 100 s.f.) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide more individual 
space for graduate students 
to inhabit as they pursue 
their specific educational 
objectives. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-the studio s.f. count to 
include (1) light table, 
(1) artograph, (1) slide 
module, flat file storage. 

AREA= 1400 S.F. 

HEIGHT= varies 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= open 

° FLOOR= hard - ti le 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

studio_L 
support~ 

F300.6 ~eminar 
7room 

all other areas 

°CEILING: exposed 

0 WALLS= tack surf ace 

0 H·V·A·C = multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

0 LIGHTING: ambient, daylight 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= laytables, desks, chairs, light tables, arto
graphs. 

F300n6 GRADUATE 
STUDIO 

162 



-
USERS= Graduate Students (25) 

Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide quiet space 
for review of projects, 
graduate level seminars, 
and studying. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: 225 s. F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= formal 

°FLOOR= hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all 
other 
areas 

F300.6a 

°CEILING= acoustical tile 

0 WALLS= tack surf ace 

0 HV·A·C = multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

~grad 
?studio 

0 LIGHTING= ambient, daylight 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= tables, chairs, chalkboard. 

F300n6a SEMINAR 
ROOM 

163 



1 
USERS: Graduate Students 

I 

I 

I 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-breakroom and relaxation 
area for students. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA : 2 O O s . F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: relaxed 

°FLOOR= soft - carpet 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all 
other 
areas 

F300.6b 

°CEIUNG= acoustical tile 

~grad 
?studio 

0 VVALLS: GWB - paint/fabric 

0 HV·A·C= multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= sink 

0 LIGHTING= ambient, daylight 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= lounge seating, table, kitchenette. 

F300 .. 6b LOUNGE 
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USEF:S: Students 
(100 students, 5 seperate 
studio sections) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide 20 studio 
stations for 100 students 
to use in interim archi
tecture. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-the 100 students will ro
tate through one studio in 
5 sections on a daily basis. 
Total s.f. count includes 
(1) light table, (1) arto
graph, ( 1) slide module 
(300 s.f.). 

AREA= 1560 S.F. (-300 s.f.) 

HEIGHT= varies 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= open 

°FLOOR= hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all 
other 
areas 

F400.l ~eminar 
7room 

studio support 

°CEILING= exposed 

0 WALLS= tack surface 

0 HV·A·C = multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= sink 

0 LIGHTING= ambient, daylight 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= laytables, desks, chairs, light table, arto
graph, slide module. 

F400n 1 FIRST 
YEAR STUDIO 

166 



USERS= s tu dents 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide lockers for the 
first year students to storE 
their studio equipment and 
supplies. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION= 
-this area should be direct
ly accessible to the first 
year studio as well as cir
culation. 

AREA: 400 s. F. 

HEIGHT: 8 - 1 o feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: secure 

° FLOOR: hard - ti le 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all 
other 
areas 

first~studio 

F400.la 

°CEILING= acoustical tile 

oWALLS: GWB - paint 

0 HV·A·C = multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

0 LIGHTING: ambient 0 ELECTRICAL = 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= lockers for 100 students. 

F 40001a LOCKER 
ROOM 
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-
USERS: Students (30) 

Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide quiet area for 
reviews of projects and 
studying. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: 450 s. F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: formal 

°FLOOR= hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all 
other 
areas 

F4 00. lb 

°CEIUNG= acoustical tile 

0 WALLS: tack surf ace 

0 HV·A·C= multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

0 LIGHT ING: ambient 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= tables, chairs, chalkboard. 

F400n1b SEMINAR 
ROOM 

168 



USERS: Students 
(100 students, 5 seperate 
studio sections). 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide 20 studio 
stations for 100 students 
to us in interior archi
tecture. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-the 100 students will ro
tate through one studio in 
5 sections on a daily basis. 
Total s.f. count includes 
(1) light table, (1) arto
graph, (1) slide module, 
(300 s.f.). 

AREA: 1560 S.F. (-300 s.f.) 

HEIGHT= varies 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: open 

°FLOOR= hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all 
other 
areas 

F400.2 

~ 

~eminar 
7room 

studio support 

°CEILING: exposed 

0 WALLS= tack surface 

0 HV·A·C = multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

0 LIGHTING: ambient, daylight 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= laytables, desks, chairs, light tables, arto
graph, slide module. 

F400n2 SECOND 
YEAR STUDIO 
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USERS= Students 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide lockers for the 
second year students to 
store studio equipment and 
supplies. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-this area should be direct
ly accessible to the second 
year studio as well as 
circulation. 

AREA= 400 S.F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: secure 

°FLOOR= hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

0 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all 
other 
areas 

secon~ studio 

F400.2a 

°CEILING= acoustical tile 

0 WALLS= GWB - paint 

0 HV·A·C= multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

0 LIGHTING: ambient 0 ELECTRICAL: 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= lockers for 100 students. 

F400"2a LOCKER 
ROOM 

170 



USERS: Students (30) 
Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide quiet area for 
reviews of projects and 
studying. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA= 450 S.F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= formal 

° FLOOR= hard - ti le 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all 
other 
areas 

F400.2b 

°CEILING= acoustical tile 

oWALLS: tack surface 

0 H-V·A·C= multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

~studio 

0 LIGHTING= ambient 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: tables, chairs, chalkboard. 

F400"2b SEMINAR 
ROOM 
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USERS= Students (50@ 63 s.f.) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide students with 
their own individual studio 
space for the study and 
development of designs. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-the studio s.f. count in
cludes (2) light tables, 
(2) artographs, (1) slide 
module, flat file storage, 
sample writing area 
(700 s.f.). 

AREA= 3850 S.F. (-700 s.f.) 

HEIGHT= varies 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: open 

° FLOOR= hard - ti le 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all 

studioL 
suppor~ 

°CEILING= exposed 

F400.3 

0 WALLS= tack surface 

~eminar 
7room 

0 HV·A·C = multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= sink 

0 LIGHTING= ambient, daylight 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= laytables, desks, chairs, light tables, arto
graphs, slide module, flat file, storage. 

F400,3 THIRD 
YEAR STUDIO 
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USERS: Students (25) 
Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide quiet space for 
reviews of projects and 
studying. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-2 @ 375 s.f. 

AREA: 750 S.F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= formal 

°FLOOR= hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all 
other 
areas 

F400.3 
a - b 

°CEILING= acoustical tile 

oWALLS= tack surface 

0 HV·A·C= multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

~studi< 

0 LIGHTING: ambient oELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= tables, chairs, chalkboard. 

F400"3a-b 
SEMINAR ROOM 
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USERS= Students (40@ 63 s.f.) RELATIONSHIPS: 

all other areas 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide student with 
their own individual studio 
space for the study and 
development of designs. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-the studio s.f. count in
cludes (2) light tables, (2) 
artographs, (1) slide 
module, flat files storage, 
sample cutting area 
(700 s.f.). 

AREA= 3220 S.F. (-700 s.f.) 

HEIGHT= varies 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: open 

°FLOOR= hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

studioL 
support~ 

+ 
F400.4 

°CEILING: exposed 

oWALLS= tack surface 

0 HV·A·C: multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= sink 

~seminaJ 
7rooms 

0 LIGHTING= ambient 0 ELECTRICAL= duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= laytables, desks, chairs, light tables 
artographs, slide module, flat files. 

F400n4 FOURTH 
YEAR STUDIO 
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USERS: Students C25) 
Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide quiet space 
for reviews of projects and 
studying. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-2 @ 375 s.f. 

AREA: 7 5 0 s. F. 

HEIGHT: 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: formal 

°FLOOR: hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all 
other 
areas 

F400.4 
a - b 

°CEILING: acoustical tile 

0 WALLS: tack surface 

0 HV·A·C: multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING: 

~tudio 

0 LIGHTING: ambient 0 ELECTRICAL: duplex outlets 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: tables, chairs, chalkboard. 

F400,4a-b 
SEMINAR 

ROOM 
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USERS: AE Students 
(5@ 50 s.f.) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-stations for studying the 
computer application in 
architectural engineering. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-should be secured with 
alarm system. 

AREA= 250 S.F. 

G 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: computerish 

°FLOOR= hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

oH-V·A·C: independent system 

0 LIGHTING= ambient 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all other areas 

~ 
Gl ~AE 

"?8tudio 

°CEILING= acoustical tile 

aWALLS= GWB - paint 

0 PLUMBING= 

0 ELECTRICAL= as required 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= computers, printers, plotter, shelves, etc. 

G1 
ARCHITECTURAL 
ENGINEERING 
COMPUTER LAB 
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USERS: Design Students 
(20@ 63 s.f.) 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-stations for studying 
computer applications in 
design. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-should be secured with 
alarm system. 

AREA: 1260 s. F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: computerish 

°FLOOR= hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

0 HV·A·C: independent system 

0 LIGHTING= ambient 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all other an~as 

+ 
G2 

°CEILING: acoustical tile 

0 WALLS: GWB - paint 

0 PLUMBING= 

0 ELECTRICAL= as required 

~design 
7tudio 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: computers, printers, plotters, shelves, etc. 

G2 DESIGN 
COMPUTER LAB 
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USERS= Students 
Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-photo studio for documen
tation of projects, etc. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-black walle>. 

AREA: 400 s. F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: dark 

°FLOOR= hard - concrete 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

design_L 
studio~ 

video studio 

~ 
G3 ~dark 

7room 

preview studio 

°CEILING= black acoustical tile 

0 WALLS: black tack surface 

0 H-V·A·C: multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING: 

0 LIGHTING: task 0 ELECTRICAL = 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: work table, shelves, cameras, lights. 

G3 PHOTO STUDIO 
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USERS: Students 
Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-processing of film, etc. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION= 

AREA: 150 s. F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: dark 

° FLOOR= hard - concrete 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all 
other 
areas 

G4 

pho~io 

°CEILING: acoustical tile 

0 WALLS: GWB - black 

~video 
?studio 

a H-V·A ·C: multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING: sinks as required 

0 LIGHTING: task 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: 

0 ELECTRICAL = 

dark room things. 

G4DARK ROOM 
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USERS: Students 
Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-video studio for production 
and study of video. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: 400 S.F. 

HEIGHT= varies 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: 

°FLOOR: hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all 
other 
areas 

desig+1ios 

GS 

w dark room 

°CEILING: exposed/ flexibel 

0 WALLS: GWB - paint 

oH-V·A·C= multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

0 LIGHTING= task, studio lights 0 ELECTRICAL= as required 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: cameras, lights, etc. 

~review 
studio 

G5 VIDEO STUDIO 
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USERS: Students (15) 
Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to preview and critique 
videos. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-seating for 15. 

AREA: 225 s. F. 

HEIGHT= 8 -1 0 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= educational 

°FLOOR= soft - carpet 

SYSTEMS 

0 H·V·A·C=multi-zone, low-velocity 

0 LIGHTING: artificial light 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all 
other 
areas 

G6 ~video 
?studio 

°CEILING: acoustically control led 

0 WALLS: acoustically controlled 

0 PLUMBING= 

0 ELECTRICAL: 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: as required. 

G6 PREVIEW 
STUDIO 
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USERS= Students 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide home base for 
leaders of student groups. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA= 600 S.F. (5@ 120 s.f.) 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: open - inviting 

°FLOOR: soft - carpet 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all other areas 

1» 
G7 - 11 

des*udio 

°CEILING= acoustical tile 

0 WALLS: GWB - paint 

0 HV·A·C= multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING: 

0 LIGHTING: ambient, task 0 ELECTRICAL: 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= desk, chairs, shelves. 

G?-11 STUDENT 
ORGANIZATION 
OFFICES 
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USERS: Students 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide reproduction 
services to students @ 
their convienience 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: 200 S.F. 

HEIGHT: 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= none 

°FLOOR: hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

Gl2 

°CEILING = acoustical tile 

0 WALLS= GWB - paint 

0 HV·A·C= multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

0 LIGHTING = ambient 0 ELECTRICAL: 

~esign 
~udios 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= diazo print machine, vaccum frame, xerox 
machine. 

G12 
REPRODUCTION 
LAB 
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USERS: Students 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide students in 
house supply source. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA= 250 S.F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= open - "inviting" 

°FLOOR= hard - tile 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all 
other 
areas 

Gl3 

°CEILING= acoustical tile 

0 WALLS= GWB - paint 

0 H·V·A·C = multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

0 LIGHTING= ambient 0 ELECTRICAL = 

FURNITURE/EQUIPMENT= check out counter, shelving, displays. 

~design 
?studios 

G13 STUDENT 
STORE 
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USERS: Students 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide shop for the 
building of models and 
project. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 
-should provide all tools 
needed for building these 
models. 

AREA: 300 S.F. 

HEIGHT= 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= none 

°FLOOR= hard - concrete 

SYSTEMS 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

°CEIUNG: 

0 WALLS: GWB 

Gl4 

0 HV·A·C = multi-zone, dust control 0 PLUMBING= sink 

0 LIGHTING: ambient, task 0 ELECTRICAL= as required 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: saws, hammers, work tables, etc. 

~design 
?studios 

G14 MODEL SHOP 
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USERS= Students 
Faculty 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-to provide storage for 
field equipment such as 
hardhats, tape measures, 
etc. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA= 200 S.F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

GlS 

0 IMAGE: none °CEILING: acoustical ti le 

°FLOOR: hard - concrete 0 WALLS: GWB - paint 

SYSTEMS 

0 HV·A·C: multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

0 LIGHTING: ambient 0 ELECTRICAL= 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= shelves, work tables. 

~design 
?tudios 

G15 EQUIPMENT 
STORAGE 
/CHECKOUT 
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USERS: Faculty 
Staff 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-storage of desk, laytables, 
etc. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: 400 s. F. 

HEIGHT= 10 feet 

FINISHES 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all 
other 
areas 

°CEILING= 

Gl6 

0 IMAGE: none 

°FLOOR= hard - tile 0 WALLS= GWB - paint 

SYSTEMS 

0 HV·A·C= multi-zone, low-velocity 0 PLUMBING= 

0 LIGHTING= ambient 0 ELECTRICAL = 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= shelves, etc. 

~esign 
?studios 

G16 DESK 
/GENERAL 

STORAGE 
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USERS: Staff 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-storage of cleaning 
supplies, etc. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

AREA: 200 s. F. 

HEIGHT= 8 - 10 feet 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE: clean 

°FLOOR= hard - concrete 

SYSTEMS 

0 HV·A·C: 

0 LIGHTING: ambient 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all other areas 

+ 
Gl7 

°CEIUNG= 

0 WALLS: GWB - paint 

0 PLUMBING: slop sink 

0 ELECTRICAL= 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT: chairs, work table, shelves. 

G17 FACILITY 
MAINTENANCE 
ROOM 
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USERS: Staff 
Service personnel 

FUNCTION I ACTIVITY: 
-location of mechanical 
systems of building. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION: 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

all other areas 

i~ly 

Gl8 

AREA= .05% of net S.F. (5,049 s.f.) 

HEIGHT= varies 

FINISHES 

0 IMAGE= none 

°FLOQR: hard - concrete 

SYSTEMS 

oHV·A·C: 

0 L1GHTING: as required 

°CEIUNG= 

0 WALLS= 

0 PLUMBING: as required 

0 ELECTRICAL= as required 

FURNITURE I EQUIPMENT= HVAC equipment, electrical switchgun, etc. 

G18 FACILITY 
MECHA.NICAL 
ROOM 
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AREAS & 
COSTS 



SPACE COMPONENT 

ASSIGNED SPACE 

A. GALLERY 
B. AD MINISTRATION 
C. FACULTY 
D. LECTURE 
E. LIBRARY 
F. STUDIOS 
G. STUDIO SUPPORT 

UNASSIGNED SPACE 

CIR CU LA TION 
MECHANICAL 
WALLS, STRUCTURE 
TOILETS (public) 
JANITORS CLOSETS 

GROSS BUILDING AREA 

% SQ.FT. 

6 7,300 
4 3,925 

8 10,450 
4 3,900 
4 4,350 
45 66,230 
5 4,835 

76% 100,990 

10 
5 
7 
1. 5 
0.5 

24% 

l 0 ,099 
5,049 
7 ,069 
1, 514 

504 

35,343 

136,333 S.F. 

GROSS 
BUILDING 
AREA 

The ratio of the assignee! 
square footage to 
unassigned square footage 
is 76 % to 24 %. 

The assigned square 
footage percentage is 
slightly higher because 
circulation was included in 
the various design studio 
square footage tabulations 
according to the rnocfu le 
developed and presented in 
the area needs analysis 
section of this prograrn. 
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COST ESTIMATE ANALYSIS 
--------------------'------------------------------------------------------
A.BUILDING COSTS 
B.FIXED EQUIPMENT 
C.SITE DEVELOPMENT 

136,333 S.F. at $65/S.F. $8,861,645.00 
(8~ of A) $708,931.00 
(15% of A) $1,329,246.00 

D.TOT AL CONSTRUCTION(A+B+C) $10,899,822.00 

E.SITE AQUISITION 
F.MOVEAB LE EQUIP. 
G.PROFESSION AL FEES 
H.CONTINGENCIES 
I.AD MIN. COSTS 

TOT AL BUDGET 

N/A 
(8 % of A) 
(6% of D) 
(10% of D) 
(l % of D) 

(D+E thru J) 

N/A 
$708,931.00 
$653,989.00 

$1,089,982.00 
$108,998.00 

$13,461,722.00 

COST 
ESTIMATE 
ANALYSIS 
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GOALS 
AND 
CONCEPTS 



GOAL: to provide a common facility that joins 
together and strengthens the now seperate 
design programs within the university. 

00 
0 

CONCEPT: consolidate these prograrns into a 
single intergrated, operating unit. 

FUNCTION 
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GOAL: to insure that the design education of 
the students is of the highest priority within 
the school. 

0 D 11111 

CONCEPT: proper consideration of the needs 
of the students, and that these considerations 
be given the highest priority, followed by the 
faculty, the administration and the university. 

I I 

FUNCTION 
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GOAL: to establish relationships between the 
studio groups themselves and the other 
functions of the facility to enhance the 
cffecti vness of the students, the faculty, the 
administration and the university. 

) 

CONCEPT: logical organization and 
interrelationships of spaces to promote the 
effectiveness of these people in their 
activities. 

> •• 

FUNCTION 
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GOAL: to promote maximum interaction among 
the students, faculty, administration and the 
university. 

I 

CONCEPT: to organize the functional areas of 
the facility to enhance and increase the 
amount of interaction normally caused by 
everyday use patterns. 

I 
I 

I 
I I 

I 
I 

l l 
) 

FUNCTION 
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GOAL: to promote individual and group 
identity among the various studios allowing 
them to establish a sense of place within the 
facility. 

0 Oo 0 
0 Oo 
0 00 0 

0 0 
CONCEPT: development of the organizational 
concept that enhances the characteristics of 
the students, faculty, administration and the 
university as individuals, small groups, or large 
groups. 

FUNCTION 
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GOAL: to provide a clear circulation system 
users and visitors while also allowing the 
inner-facility relationships to occur smoothly . 

• 

D 
• I I • 

• 
• 

,.0 I I • 

• I 
• 

CONCEPT: development of a sequence of 
spaces which clearly articulates a progression 
of experiences to the facilities various user 
groups. 

• • 

• • • 
0 

•..,_ ___ _.. 

FUNCTION 
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GOAL: to provide a sense of orientation for 
the visitors and users while inside the facility. 

0 

CONCEPT: using some major functional 
element as a reference point within the 
facility to prevent people from feeling lost. 

FUNCTION 
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GOAL: to provide security in those various 
areas where it is required while still allowing 
maximum access to the whole facility. 

0 0 

I 0 0 

CONCEPT: provide individual control points 
throughout the different functions of the 
facility, creating a secure network of control. 

0 

FUNCTION 
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GOAL: to provide first tirne v1s1tors and 
passers-by with a clear indication of access to 
the school facilities. 

CONCEPT: develope a strong but not 
overpowering sense of entry both visually and 
physically. 

a ,__ 

I 

FORM 
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0 

GOAL: to allow interaction between neighbors 
within the site context which will promote 
cooper a ti on. 

( 

CONCEPT: allow sociality to occur by physical 
means (circulation) and by visual contact 
(orientation of public spaces). 

FORM 
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GOAL: to maximize and preserve the existing 
site and its features; 1.e. 
vegitation,views,historic imagery and the 
existing fabric 

0000 
0 
~ 
0 0 

0 
o~~ 

CONCEPT: locate the facility so as not to 
destroy or disturb these existing favorable 
characteristics. 

I J/ 
/ 0 0 

, 

t- -

FORM 
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GOAL: to respect the existing character of the 
site relating to the use of materials, color, 
etc .... 

0 0000 

CONCEPT: by considering existing materials, 
massing and scale, character and detail and 
responding in an approppriate manner. 

oeoooo 

FORM 
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GOAL: minimize maintenance costs and 
maximize building lifespan by considering those 
elements that cause wear and tear on the 
building. 

CONCEPT: explore building materials that by 
their nature require a minimum of maintenance 
both on the interior and the exterior. 

/ 

ECONOMY 
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GOAL: to minimize operational costs and 
maximize natural passive gains. 

CONCEPT: the form, construction, and 
orientation should be such that the building 
takes advantage of passive energy techniques 
as they present themselves, such as, 
daylighting, natural ventilation and materials 
that can shed or absorb moisture and heat. 

ECONOMY 
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GOAL: provide for future advances that occur 
in instructional techniques and equipment. 

CONCEPT: allow flexible space to be an 
intergral part of the life of the facility so that 
adaptation to future trends would not cause a 
major inconvience to its normal operation. 

TIME 
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STATEMENT OF 
THE PROBLEM 



The studios, being the central focus of the 
act1v1t1es of the school, should promote 
interaction and interface between the students, 
the faculty, the staff and indeed the whole 
university. i\s such, these areas should be 
developed in such a way to create as few 
barriers as possible, both physically and 
visually throughout the facility. 

Since the design programs at Oklahoma State 
are presently decentralized across the campus, 
consideration should be given to promoting new 
relationships among the design studios to 
facilitate interaction and an awareness of each 
to the other. The University population should 
also be included in the project while 
maintaining the sense of privacy that is needed 
for the effective growth of the creative studio 
process. 

Because of an "open" door policy that lS 

displayed by the school, consider a ti on should 
be given to security and how it can best be 
maintained in sensitive areas such as the 
Gallery, the Library, the Faculty and 
Ad minis tr a ti ve offices and yet maintain an 
flexible "open" schedule to insure effective 
student/studio usage. 

FUNCTION 
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The new School of Design shou Id be a good 
neighbor. The context surrounding the site in 
the "Old Central Distict" cons ti tu tes some of 
the oldest on the campus at OSU and efforts 
must be made to compliment and add to that 
existing framework. 

Building placement and orientation are two of 
the most signifigan t factors that can positively 
or negatively effect that framework of 
character. Materials, techniques of 
construction, and choice of colors are other 
minor factors, while not of any lesser 
importance they can still have an effect on the 
projects sensitivity. 

Other elements that can have effects on the 
outcome are fenestration, scale and glazing. 
While passive systems should be used to their 
fullest potential for economic reasons, they 
also must be controlled to insure that the 
image conveyed is one that compliments and 
enhances the character of the project and its 

impact on the context. 

FORM 
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The project, while being very large reqiures 
some careful scrutiny in terms of selecting the 
methods of construction, materials used, 
equipment chosen, finishes and passive 
techniques employed to insure that they 
provide the maximum in performance 
throughout the buildings lifetime. The object 
being to m1n1m1ze building maintenance and 
operating costs. 

One key objective is not to compromise on the 
quality of the materials chosen as they will, if 
properly selected, extend the overall lifespan 
of the facility and reduce future maintenance 
and replacement costs. 

ECONOMY 
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Since the project is being undertaken as a 
whole at the outset it is imperative that the 
design be thoughtful and sensitive to the needs 
that have been previously established. This 
will insure that over a period of time, the 
project will be flexible and can adapt to its 
users needs and functional requirements both 
now and in the future. 

TIME 
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